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PRESIDENT'S REPORT 1988 

I would like to welcome you all to the 1988 Annual General 
Meeting, and thank you for allowing me to be your president for the 
past year. 

The Bird Society's, and the executive's year since the last 
Annual General Meeting has been a busy one. Nine executive meetings 
have taken place at various people's homes, and I would like to 
thank those members, and their husbands or wives, who were such 
generous hosts. 

The finances and the membership of the society are in good 
shape, and have been detailed already. 

A large number of field trips took place this year, and a 
record number of people attended them. Indeed, at times the numbers 
became unmanageable for the leaders, and in future they are going to 
be asked for a maximum number, and participants will, in some cases, 
have to pre-register. Nevertheless, some of these took place, as in 
previous years, in conjunction with other natural history 
organizations as joint field trips, and I believe such 
inter-organizational cooperation is to be encouraged at every level. 
A big "Thank you" is in order for Dave Currie, who has organized 
these trips. 

The magazine, Nova Scotia Birds, goes from strength to 
strength, and I have personally heard opinions from birders in 
Ottawa, Georgia, and several of the New England states that it is 
among the best of all the regional journals devoted to birds. 
Again, congratulations to Shirley Cohrs and the sub-editors. It is 
never easy to satisfy the different groups within the Bird Society. 
We have to cater to "hard core" birders, occasional feeder-watchers, 
wooden-bird carvers, photographers, professional biologists, 
total beginners and people scattered from North Sydney to 
West Pubnico, from Amherst to East Chezzetcook, and many points 
beyond. The magazine is the single most important means of 
communication within the society. 

Your executive dealt with various matters as the year went on. 
Just as a few examples: we heard that the television programme 
"Land and Sea", was to be cancelled, and strong protests were sent 
to the CBC; the provincial government is setting up an advisory 
committee for the study of provincial parks, and strong protests 
were made that no environmentalist has been appointed to this 
committee; letters requesting details of birds in Nova Scotia were 
received from as far away as Iran and Tanzania, and these were 
dealt with; various requests were made for participation in National 
Environment Week, and several members responded by putting on Bird 
Walks for beginners in different areas of the province. There was 
much discussion about possible ways of raising money for the 
Sanctuary and Scholarship Trust Fund, with considerable research, 
largely by Ken Gregoire, into different methods, ranging from 
sending out letters to corporations, to organizing a "Ducks 
Unlimited" style dinner. As yet no definite method has been chosen. 
A number of other issues have been discussed as the year progressed 
and your executive has been kept busy. 

Twelve hundred acres of land on Brier Island were bought by the 
Nature Conservancy of Canada, and the Bird Society, through the 
Sanctuary and Scholarship Trust Fund, contributed a sum towards this 
purchase. Permission has also been granted to erect a sign at the 
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southern end of the island denoting the ownership of Peter's Island 
by the society. Other areas in the province in which the society 
has been asked to take an interest, possibly to help with preserving 
or buying, are Matthews Lake, near Port Joli, and Seal Island. 

In August, Evangeline Beach, at Grand Pr~, was declared a 
Western Hemispheric Shorebird Reserve, which helps to put Nova 
Scotia even more firmly on the international ornithological map. I 
was invited as President to be present at the dedication ceremony, 
thus officially representing the society. 

What of the birds themselves in the last twelve months? Last 
winter was notable for its Snowy Owl invasion and an excellent 
number of Christmas Bird Counts in the province. A late winter 
highlight for the more dedicated birders was Canada's second, and 
Nova Scotia's first, Eurasian Kestrel. Other notable highlights for 
the listers have included a Lapwing, Little Stint and Greenshank, 
also from Eurasia, and an invasion of "western" warblers and other 
passerines in the fall. Unfortunately though, most people around 
the province have commented on the continued decline in numbers of 
our common and breeding woodland species, such as thrushes, 
warblers, etc. Whether this is a real or only apparent fact will 
depend upon continued careful study, with input from Atlas Projects, 
Breeding Bird surveys, banding studies, etc., which the Nova Scotia 
Bird Society supports, and in which many members continue to take 
part. A more positive note has been provided by our hawks and owls, 
which appear to be at least holding their own. More Peregrine 
Falcon chicks have been succesfully released, and some of our Bald 
Eagle chicks have been exported to help restore declining 
populations in the United States. Our own Raptor Rehabilitation 
project remains in good health as well. 

I would like to thank the other members of the executive, who 
have all done a fine job, and frequently did my job as well as 
theirs when I was storm-bound in Kentville, every time we arranged 
an executive meeting last winter. I would also like to thank the 
Nova Scotia Museum. Without the use of their facilities and their 
annual grant to us, we would have great difficulty. 

Finally, I would like to present the annual Puffin of the Year 
Award for 1988. This Puffin, hand-carved anew each year by John 
Cohrs, is presented annually to a member who has made a special 
contribution to the society in the preceeding one or more years. 
The choice is the sole prerogative of the president, so I take full 
responsibility! In the past, recipients have included the editor of 
our magazine, raptor rehabilitators, organizers of field trips, and 
particularly individuals who have quietly gone about helping the 
society in a variety of ways above and beyond that which was 
strictly necessary. This year I am presenting the Puffin to someone 
some of the newer members may not have known, but who, over the 
years contributed in many ways to our activities. He led many field 
trips, always with an eye to the less experienced, and indeed the 
first N.S.B.S. field trip I personally went on was led by him. His 
enthusiasm in no small way led me and others, to continue to support 
the society. He was an enthusiastic bird-bander, and thus furthered 
the scientific study and consequent conservation of our birds and 
taught several others how to continue this work. He introduced many 
people to Brier Island where much of this work was carried out, and 
helped to enhance its reputation as a prime birding area. He also 
became, through this activity, a major source of li.aison between 
members of the Bird Society and members of the professional 
ornithological community. Even after he le~t ~ova Scotia and.moved 
to Ottawa, he continued to compile the statistics for the Christmas 
Bird Counts every year, not only for Nova Scotia, but for all of 
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Canada. This person was, of course, Ross Anderson, who sadly, 
passed away suddenly at the age of 48 this summer in Ottawa. 
However, his widow Mary, herself an active member of the society, 
has come all the way to accept the Puffin for 1988 on his behalf. 
May we all use this opportunity to express our condolences to Mary. 

I respectfully submit this report, and move its acceptance. 

Richard B. Stern 
President, N.S.B.S. 

Richard Stern's slide, which is labeled prosaically "mixed shorebird 
flock, Evangeline Beach", is a veritable blizzard above a thick 
blanket of birds. 
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SUMMER AND FALL 1988 

The weather from May to November was not very exciting. 
Generally, temperatures for May, July and August were slightly above 
normal while June, September and October were slightly below normal. 
With the exception of one big storm in early May and a few thunder 
storms in June and July, the weather would not seem to have 
presented any great problems for either the nesting species or those 
passing through. 

Our policy is as follows, regarding bird reports: 

Each report should be on a slip of paper approximately 10 x 7 
cm of which the following is a sample. 

Species ..... Canada Goose 

Numbers ..... 50 

Date ....... . Oct. 20, 1988 

Place ...... . Martinique Beach 

Name ....... . Bob Dicki.e 

Further details or comments can be written on the back of this 
slip. 

Our seven species editors have found that this is the most 
efficient method of reporting. It enables them to sort and 
co-ordinate reports from many different correspondents in the 
quickest and most productive way, computers can be programmed to 
do it this way. Having dealt with HOW to report, please turn to 
page 6 for a report on WHAT to report. 

We are very grateful to get your reports and appreciate your 
efforts. I'd like, once again to thank Keith Keddy for the weather 
reports and all of the following people for the bird reports. 

Bob Dickie 
Records Editor 
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List of Reporters: 
Charlie Allen (DRKA),Dan Banks (DB),Norman & Pearl Bay (N&PB), Tony 
Bidwell (TB), Dick Brown (RGBB), Phyllis Bryson (PB), Roger Burrows 
(RB), Stephen Bushell (SB), Barbara Byrd (BAB), John Cohrs (JLC), 
Shirley Cohrs (JSC), Peter Comeau (PC), Otis Cossett (OC), G. Crowell 
(GC), George Cull (GCu), Sandy Cull (SC), Dave Currie (DC), W. Curry 
(WC), Joan Czaplay (JC), Brian Dalyell (BED), Albert D'Entremont 
(AD), Delisle D'Entremont (DJD), Raymond D'Entremont (RSD), Theresa 
D'Entremont (TD), Jean Robert D'Entremont (JRD), Jerome D'Eon (JD), 
Ted D'Eon (DDE), Bob Dickie (RBD), David Diller (DD), Phyllis 
Dobson (PRD), Ted Duey (ETD), Roger Foxhall (RF), G. Fraser (GF), 
Sylvia Fullerton (SJF), J. Gates (JG), A. Griffen (AG), Helen Hall 
(HJH), Hubert Hall (HGH), Jennifer Hall (JH), Carl Haycock (CH), 
Ruth Hebb (RDH, Chris Helleiner (CWH), Barbara Hinds (BH), Don Keith 
(DK), Joan Keith (JK), Fulton Lavender (FLL), Lance Laviolette (LL), 
Peter Loveridge (PLO, Dave MacKinnon (DM), Gordon MacLean (GM), Sara 
MacLean (SM), Peter MacLeod (PM), Carol MacNeill (CDM), Don MacNeill 
(DAM), Jack MacNeill (JMa), Bruce MacTavish (BMa), Bernie McLaren 
(BM), Ian McLaren (IAM), J. McNicholl (JMc), E. McRury (EM), Eric 
Mills (ELM), Bernice Moores (ABMO, Bill Morse (WM), Jean Morse (JM), 
John Parsons (JP), Linda & Peter Payzant (L&PP), Winnie Peach (WP), 
Doris Peters (DP), Ken Peters (KP), Ingrid Prosser (IP), Lloyd 
Prosser (LP), Don Purchase (DPu), Joyce Purchase (JPu), Joe 
Robertson (JR), Barb Ruff (BR), Linda Ruffman (LR), Fred Scott 
(FSc), Betty Smith (BS), Sidney Smith (SFS), Francis Spalding (FS), 
A. Spencer (AS), Richard Stern (RBS), Jim Taylor (JWT), Bill Thexton 
(RGT), Brenda Thexton (BET), Diane Thorpe (BDT), Jean Timpa (JET), 
Stuart Tingley (ST), Liz Townsend (LT), Gerry Trueman (GT), Gordon 
Tufts (GWT), Judy Tufts (JCT), George Wagner (GW), Jim Wolford 
(JWW), Peter Youkey (PY), David Young (DHY), Joan Young (JMY). 
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WHICH BIROS_ TO REPORT .. 

In response toe number or requests Fore directive es to which 
birds ere reportable end how they should be reported, the editors or 
Nova Scotia Birds ere happy to comply es Follows: 

In the regular numbers or Neve Scotia Birds, we give e Full 
report on the three seasons: spring, Fell end-winter. We welcome 
similarly Full reports From any member or the Society who is kind 
enough to send them. A "Full report" does not necessarily mean e 
mention or every bird seen or even every species. We do welcome 
however, en occasional mention or usual birds, For example, "Robins 
have been more numerous this year then lest", or "we have not seen e 
chickadee ell season; usually we have helF e dozen around". In 
other words, any change in e normal situation is reportable. 

Arrival dates in spring end departure dates in Fell ere userul, 
but the time or the very First or the very lest sighting ore 
species is not truly signiricent. The return ore species es e 
whole, For example, e sudden inrlux over e Few days, ore slow 
build-up over several weeks is or true signiricence and or general 
(rather than local) interest, as it can tie in with the movement or 
birds over the rest or the continent. 

The presence or an unusual species is always or interest but is 
not so important as the presence or absence or our native birds. 
Finding e rare bird is or most interest to the one who First sees 
it, but word or it should be circulated as soon es possible locally, 
For the benarit or those near enough to get a lock et it (hence the 
Rare Bird Alert). Yes, by all means send in the report to Nova 
Scotia Birds, For besides the general interest in a rarity, there 
is en important reason For taking note or it: it may eventually 
become common, due to extension or range or other reasons; it may be 
the First or a new population in a region and thererore or historical 
signiFicance. We do ask, most emphatically, that any report or a 
rarity be accompanied by a detailed description oF_Field_marks and 
conditions or the sighting which could in any way eFFect the 
identiricetion.* 

To summarize, the things to report are the general arrival and 
departure times or our migratory birds, the presence or any rare 
bird, end the occurrence or any change or behavior, or the unusual 
presence or absence or our native birds. In winter, lists or 
"Feeder" birds are userul as Feeders serve to concentrate our 
otherwise scanty e~d scattered bird population at this season. 

* Rare Bird Report Forms ere available From Th~ Editor et the 
Museum address. 
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DEADLINE FOR RECEIPT OF REPORTS 

FOR 

THE APRIL ISSUE 

FEBRUARY 28, 1989 

BIRD REPORTS TO THE RECORDS EDITOR 

MR. BOB DICKIE, 
43 DEEPWOOD CRESCENT, 
HALIFAX, N.S. B3M 2Y5 

ARTICLES, SKETCHES AND LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 

MRS. SHIRLEY COHRS, 
8 ROSEMOUNT AVE., 
HALIFAX, N.S. B3N 1X8 

PHOTOGRAPHS TO 

DR. I.A. McLAREN, 
1755 CAMBRIDGE STREET, 
HALIFAX, N.S. B3H 4A8 

Steve Barbour photographed this Killdeer 
in late July. 
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LOONS AND GREBES 

An early RED-THROATED LOON at Broad Cove on Aug. 21 was "still 
in breeding plumage" (SJF). Other reports were thinner than usual. 
One bird was picked up freshly dead at Hartlen's Pt., Nov. 10, and 
deposited at the N.S. Museum (DK fide BED). It had been shot. 

COMMON LOONS were well reported. The first salt water record 
was on July 24 (BMB) at St. Margaret's Bay, and the latest fresh 
water report was on August 1 at Kejimkujik Lake, where there were 2 
adults and 3 nearly full-grown young (H&HH, IP,LP). A 3-egg nest is 
rare--it's more likely that one or more of the young were from 
another brood. The large assemblage was 75+ at Chebucto Head on 
Sept. 30 (BED) • 

PIED-BILLED 
48 individuals. 
East Apple River 
24 (BMB). 

GREBES were likewise well reported--23 reports of 
Possible breeding was reported from New Minas and 
area. There were 18 in the Amherst area on Sept. 

HORNED GREBES and RED-NECKED GREBES were sparse, with no groups 
larger than 8 individuals. H&HH had a Horned Grebe "in breeding 
plumage, feeding vigorously" in a pond at Pembroke, Yar. Co. on June 
5. 

--LPMP,ed. 

--

... c. 
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FULMARS TO CORMORANTS 

NORTHERN FULMARS were a little commoner than we expect off Nova 
Scotia at this time of year. Off Yarmouth, Hubert Hall on Bluenose, 
saw 4 on June 15, 1 on Oct. 5 and 2 on Oct. 18. Don MacNeill reports 
several off Brier Island on July 3. I saw 2 from Hudson, on the NE 
corner of Geor~es Bank, between August 15-31. They were both 
light-phase birds, in heavy wing-moult. 

GREATER and CORY'S SHEARWATERS were very common indeed this 
summer. Raymond S. d'Entremont writes, "I saw Cory's (on Georges 
Bank) regularly from August to September and on into October". He 
also saw a flock of 200 Greaters there on Aug. 18, and "many 
thousands" of them on Sept. 8, on St. Pierre Bank south of 
Newfoundland. On my Hudson cruise, I found that Cory's was the 
dominant shearwater in the warm water at the centre of Georges, 
while most of the Greaters were feeding along the cooler, northern 
edge of the Bank, close to Nova Scotia. Nearer inshore, there were 
60 Greaters and 4 Cory's, some 15-25 km off Little Harbour, Aug. 
19 (DHY,JMY,WC). George and Sandy Cull counted 500 Greaters over 
Moore's Ledge, Brier Is., on Sept. 9. This is a famous place for 
shearwaters; they feed on euphausiid shrimps in the tide race. 
Hubert Hall, on the Bluenose f~rry run, saw 3 Cory's on Aug. 7, 8 
and 9 (one on each day: perhaps the same bird?), and one on Sept. 5. 
It's unusual for this species to come as far north as this in the 
outer approaches to Fundy. I haven't checked the sea-water 
temperatures, but I assume that our boiling summer had something to 
do with it. 

Hubert Hall's first SOOTY SHEARWATERS were singletons from 
Bluenose on June 12 and 13, and 5 on June 15. He says that they were 
"common from Cape Forchu westward" on and after June 23. The Youngs 
saw a Sooty on their cruise off Port Medway on Aug. 11, and I saw 4 
on my Hudson cruise to Georges Bank. 

Raymond S. d'Entremont saw his only MANX on Georges, on June 
27, and was disappointed, "I find Manx Shearwaters to be quite rare 
on Georges". However, I don't think this was as true of 1988 as it 
has been in other summers. I saw 8 Manx out there between Aug. 
15-31, and birders closer inshore have been just as lucky. Hubert 
Hall saw 3 from Bluenose on Jne 29, and 1 on Sept. 8. On the New 
Brunswick side, Jim Wolford reports a bird from the Blacks 
Harbour-Grand Manan ferry on Aug. 25, and another on the return trip 
next day. The Youngs saw a Manx off Peggy's Cove on Aug. 9. I 
remember Manx Shearwaters as scarce visitors to Brier Is. in the mid 
'70s, but this summer, there were 3 Manx off Brier on July 3 (DAM), 
2 on Aug. 28 (RBS), 1 on Sept. 8 and 6 on Sept. 9 (FLL and the 
Culls). 

WILSON'S STORM-PETRELS were very common. These are "wintering" 
birds from colonies in Antarctica--where Wilson's is probably the 
most abundant seabird in the world. Hubert Hall found them common in 
the Lurcher area and westward, on June 24. Don MacNeill saw "lots" 
off Brier Is., July 3. Fulton Lavender, Peter MacLeod and Peter 
Yaukey counted 44 off Chebucto Head on Sept. 5. This is a fairly 
late date because, by then, most of the Wilson's should be in the 
eastern Atlantic, heading for home. Raymond s. d'Entremont confirms 
this timing. He saw "thousands" on Georges Bank on Aug. 15 but, "by 
late September there was scarcely one to be seen". I didn't see as 
marty on Georges_ in August as he did, but that was because Hudson 
wasn't fishing, and so the birds weren't interested in us. Even so, 
we regularly attracted flocks of up to 100 Wilson's, when we stopped 
on oceanographic stations. The birds were commonist along the 
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northern edge of the Bank. 

LEACH'S STORM-PETREL, our breeding species, was nowhere near as 
common. At a very rough guesstimate, my ratio of Leach's to Wilson's 
on Georges Bank in August was 1 to 4--though I think this 
understates the Wilson's. Closer to land, Hubert Hall saw a Leach's 
flying over Yarmouth Hbr., in broad daylight, on July 13, "Very 
unusual!". He also saw a bird 5 miles west of Cape Forchu,on Oct.l 
The students at the South Woodside School, Dartmouth, picked up 
a Leach's in their grounds on Oct. 17; it was probably blown ashore 
in one of our autumn gales. Marian Zinck and her Acadia u. Biology 
party caught and banded a couple of birds in their colony on Bon 
Portage Is., Oct. 27-30. I'd guess that these were either very late 
chicks that had just left their burrows, or adolescents looking for 
somewhere to breed next year. 

The earliest NORTHERN GANNETS were the two birds that the Youngs 
saw about 10 km off Port Medway, Aug. 11. Peter Comeau saw a 
subadult on Aug. 14, from the Saint-John-Digby ferry. The pace of 
the birds' fall migration picked up quickly after that. On Aug. 26, 
Jim Wolford found Gannets (mainly 2 year olds) comon on the Grand 
Manan ferry route. On the afternoon of Sept. 5, Peter Yaukey and 
Fulton Lavender counted at least 100 from Chebucto Head. Don 
Purchase saw about 20 Gannets--half of them immatures on Oct. 11, 
feeding off Caribou Is., Pictou Co., and the Purchases and Cohrs 
saw hundreds off Brier Is., Oct. 14. 

They also saw at least 5 GREAT CORMORANTS off Brier Is., that 
day. The Cohrs also saw a skein of 35 birds over Cherry Hill on 
Oct. 30. The only other report is the bird Sara MacLean saw in 
Gooseberry Cove on Sept. 24. The Thextons saw 62 and 7 
DOUBLE-CRESTED CORMORANTS on July 10 at, respectively, West and East 
Grand Pre Dyke. Joan Czapalay reports 6 birds on seal Is., Aug. 
11-12. A singleton, unusually far offshore, circled Bluenose some 
38 miles WNW of Yarmouth on Sept. 8 (HGH). Jim Wolford saw 8 at 
Grand Pre on Sept. 24, 6 on the sea near Canning on Oct. 10, and a 
single juvenile on a pond NW of Port Williams on Oct. 15 and 23. 
Blake Maybank has caught the fall migration very well: 120 birds of 
Taylor Head on Oct. 4, and 600 and 200 off Seal Is., Oct. 8-9. 

--RGBB,ed. 
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HERONS AND ALLIES 

We have only 3 reports of AM. BITTERNS from summer. One 
evidently spent that season on a small marsh at Lr. W. Pubnico. I 
wonder if there are non-breeders among bitterns? There were 8 fall 
records of individuals, the latest on Oct. 24. LEAST BITTERNS are 
rare in the province, and we have no reports from A.P.B.S. where 
they have nested. A young bird landed exhausted on Rodney Crowell's 
boat on Georges Bank on Aug. 13. The kindly fisherman kept it in a 
bucket, attempted to feed it with wet bread (!), and brought it back 
to Joan Czapaly, who released it in Barrington (see photo). 

Concentrations of GREAT BLUE HERONS were reported between July 
10, when 35 were at Grand Pr~ Dyke (RGT/BET), and Oct. 10, when 34 
were at Cole Hbr. (BM). Lots of smaller groups and singles were of 
course seen through the reporting period, but there were no comments 
on patterns or trends. 

Two GREAT EGRETS were reported: one at West Advocate of Aug. 
13 (BM) and another at Glace Bay Sanctuary on Oct. 19 and after 
(Gordon MacLeod et al.). We got no report of the Bon Portage SNOWY 
EGRETS, but there were several post-breeding wanderers: 1 on July 
1-4 near Little Hbr. (DH&JMY), 2 on Cape Breton Is. in early July 
(fide SM), 1 at Cherry Hill Beach on July 26-27 (GWT,Cohrs), an ad. 
and imm. at Lr. w. Pubnico, Sept. 11 (DJd'E), and an imm. near 
Yarmouth on Oct. 29 (H&HH). A mature LITTLE BLUE HERON at Wallace 
on July 16 (NSBS) was presumably the same bird seen there on July24 
(DAM,PM). An imm. was at Cole Hbr. on Sept. 3-4 (JJK), and another 
at Lr. w. Pubnico, Sept. 7-11 (DJD). One of the rare TRICOLOURED 
HERON on Sand Beach Pond, Yar. Co., on May 20 (HGH), is worth noting 
belatedly. A subadult CATTLE EGRET was around Wolfville and Port 
Williams, July 11-13 (m. obs.). A small flight into New Brunswick 
in late fall did not materialize here, although RS had a report of 
one at Victoria Beach, Anna. Co., during the first week of Nov. Our 
only GREEN-BACKED HERON was at W. Chezzetcook on Oct. 15 (JJK), All 
9 BLACK-CROWNED NIGHT-HERONS, some 15 birds in all, were at Cape 
Sable, Seal Is., or the Pubnicos; the latest reported were 2 imm. on 
Seal Is., Sept. 3-4. An imm. YELLOW-CROWNED NIGHT-HERON stayed 
around Pubnico Pt. between Aug. 24 and Sept. 4 (RSdE). 

--IAM, ed. 
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GEESE AND DUCKS 

A report of a GREATER WHITE-FRONTED GOOSE on Brier Is. in late 
March and early April (Carl Haycock fide IAM) unfortunately arrived 
too late for inclusion in the July 1988 issue. However, the 
following reports were on time: a lone individual at Economy on 
June 20 (FS), another between Port Hood and Colindale, Inv. Co 
(Lewis & Eliz. Dumont) on June 26, and yet another on July 4 at St. 
Joseph, Ant. Co. (JLC&JSC). The Inv. Co. bird arrived following a 
severe storm the previous night. The fact that the observations 
were all made within a two-week period makes it possible that the 
same bird was involved. The two descriptions furnished both point 
to an imm. bird, with no white on the face. 

SNOW GEESE are regular but scarce migrants through Nova Scotia. 
BMB reported a single individual on Seal Is., Oct. 10, and reports 
that it was an immature. 

Once again, there were no BRANT reported for the fall, although 
a late but still welcome spring report mentions 70 at Grand Pr~ on 
April 22 (JCT), part of the large numbers reported in the July 1988 
issue of Nova Scotia Birds. 

CANADA GEESE were more or less as usual, with reports in the 
1000-2000 range beginning in early October, from Lr. Onslow, 
Melbourne Lake, Martinique Beach and the Minas Basin-Avon River 
areas. Four birds with yellow neckbands were at Lr. Onslow on Oct. 
11 (RGT,BET). One of them had been banded as a yearling in 
Jan.,1988 at Pea Is., N. Carolina. 

Everybody likes WOOD DUCKS, and they were well-reported as 
usual. An imm. male at Economy was caught in a net strung "to 
discourage cormorants" and released (FS); Bill Montevecchi had 15 in 
a pond near Bedford on Sept. 18, and smaller numbers were at the 
Saxon Sr. Pond near Kentville from mid-Sept. to mid-Oct. The last 
report was of a male at Cole Hbr. on Nov. 13 (FLL,IAM,PM). 

A report of a Eurasian (race) GREEN-WINGED TEAL at Lr. W. 
Pubnico on June 11 (RSD'E) has it paired with a female of 
indeterminate race. The North American race was reported from all 
the usual locations with the migration peaking around the end of 
October. There were 400+ at Ells' Brothers farm, Oct. 23 (JWW), and 
140+ at Martinique Beach on Nov. 12 (BED,BAM). 

JWW reports broods of BLACK DUCK in Drain Lake, Hfx. Co., May 
27. One of the broods had 13 ducklings, some of which, I suspect, 
would be orphans from other broods. No large groups were reported 
until Oct. 8, when Bill Montevecchi saw 150+ on the Avon River. 
There were about 850 at Martinique on Nov. 13 (BMB), and hundreds 
offshore from Canning to Wolfville on Nov. 12 (JWW). 

MALLARDS were present throughout the summer and fall in the 
Canning/Canard area, on fresh water up to at least Oct. 23 (JWW). 
BMB had 8 on Seal Is. on Sept. 9, and again on Oct. 8. Four to 6 
were present on Morash Pond in Dartmouth all summer (JWT). 

The Canard Poultry Pond and ponds in Canning were also good for 
NORTHERN PINTAIL, where you could find anywhere from one or two to 
ten, from Sept. 17 to Nov. 13 (JWW). Sixteen males were at Cole Hbr 
beach on Oct. 6 (D&JK), and there were about 30 at Martinique on 
Oct. 30, to the delight of a NSBS field trip. 

Two female BLUE-WINGED TEAL 
area, Cumb. Co., July 15 (JWT). 
was well underway when 50 showed 

with young were in the Northport 
Just one month later, the migration 
up at Three Fathom Hbr. on Aug. 21 
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(DAM,CDM). Scattered reports of small numbers at Seal Is., 
Lawrencetown River and the Canning area, mentioned no more than 2 
ducks at a time, but the Cohrs' had 55 in a pond on Digby Neck on 
Oct. 13. The latest report was of a single individual at Debert on 
Oct. 24 (BMB). 

Two male NORTHERN SHOVELLERS spent 
small pond in New Minas in June (JWW). 
of Seal Is. say that shovellers bred on 
There were 3 young on the island in mid 
had one at Debert on Oct. 24. 

a few days (at least) in a 
IAM reports that •residents" 
the island again this year. 
Aug. (AM). Finally, BMB 

GADWALLS did well again last year, with 2 on Seal Is. on Sept. 
4 (BMB), and 4 in the Amherst area, Sept. 25 (BMB); 2 in Canning 
from Oct. 10 to Nov. 8 (sometimes females/imm., sometimes 
males--JWW,RGT,BET,JCT), a male in the Public Gardens in Halifax on 
Oct. 14 (BED), and a single bird at Debert on Oct. 24 (BMB). 

AMERICAN WIGEON bred in Cape Breton last year. A female with 9 
young was on the Baddeck River on June 23, and still there on July 
26, although one of the offspring had disappeared (DB). On the 
basis of information at hand, this would be the first breeding 
record for the species in Cape Breton. Other records began in 
September, with 8-10 in Canning (George Forsythe fide JWW), and 5 in 
Sheffield Mills (BLF fide JWW). The Harris' Pond, Canning group 
peaked at 27 birds on Oct. 25, and was down to 6 on Nov. 13, by 
which time the pond was nearly frozen over. Other reports came from 
Seal Is., New Minas, the Amherst area (40 on Sept. 25--BMB), Little 
Hbr., Green Bay, Debert (80 on Oct. 24 -BMB), and Martinique Beach. 

A male REDHEAD spent a couple of days on a pond at New Minas, 
from July 16 to 17 (RBS,GWT). This vagrant was far away from his 
usual breeding grounds of western North America. 

RING-NECKED DUCKS seem to have done well last summer. The size 
and number of migrating groups was up from last year, with groups of 
20-30 at Bedford (Sept. 19, Bill Montevecchi), Sober Is. (Sept. 28, 
BMB), and Centerville (Oct. 9, Bill Montevecchi). There were 43 at 
Three Fathom Hbr. on Aug. 21 (DAM,CDM), and 102 in the Mersey River 
on Oct. 15. 

There were no large groups of GREATER SCAUP. In fact, there 
were only 4 reports (compared to 9 last year): 15 at Crescent 
Beach, Oct. 31 (Cohrs'), 9 at Lawrencetown, Nov. 5 (BMB), 4 at Three 
Fathom Hbr., Nov. 5 (DAM,PM), and 6 at the Canard Poultry Pond on 
Nov. 7 (JCT). LESSER SCAUP were also down, with no flock of more 
than 6 individuals. Reports were all from the Annapolis Valley area 
spanning Oct. 10 to Nov. 8, with the exception of 4 birds at Three 
Fathom Hbr., in early Nov. and 1 at Lr. W. Pubnico on Nov. 10 
(DJD'E, RSD'E). 

COMMON EIDER were about as usual, with the exception of three 
unusual records on fresh water. On July 28, • ... a lone moulting male 
flew in, landed, preened, and fell asleep" in small lake at 
Lakeville (JWW). There were three at Matthew's Lake in July 31 
(BMB), and 70+ at Lake Vaughan, near Tusket on Oct. 7, • ... in all 
stages of plumage transition" (PRD,CRKA). 

Two HARLEQUIN DUCKS put in an appearance--one in the Garbarus 
area on Aug. 27 (SM), and another in Pond Cove, Brier Is., Oct. 15 
(BMa,SIT). 

Six reports of about 25 OLDSQUAW are a considerable improvement 
over last year. The first was seen at Cow Bay on June 7 (DD), and 
the rest were in late Oct. and early Nov., including 10 offshore 
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from Blomidon on Nov. 13 (Erich Muntz fide JWW). 

Bill Montevecchi's 500+ Seater sp. at Smith's Cove on Oct. 9, 
was the largest group reported by far. BLACK and WHITE-WINGED 
SCOTERS were down somewhat from last year, with most reports being 
of less than 10 birds. SURFS did fairly well, however, with 65 at 
Sober Island on Oct. 5 (BMB), 75 at Port Mouton, Oct. 7 (Robert 
Chivers fide DHY), and 75 at Brier Island on Oct. 16 (BMa,ST). 

COMMON GOLDENEYE showed up in small numbers throughout the 
fall, with 2 at Melbourne, Yar. Co., Oct. 30 (H&HH), a "flock" in 
Sydney Hbr., Nov. 1 ( Hedley Hoplcins fide SM) , 12 at Martinique Beach, 
Nov. 12 (BMB), and 2 pairs at Economy on Nov. 12 (FS). 

BUFFLEHEAD were more or less as usual, with 12 reports, mostly 
between Nov. 5 and Nov. 13. Reports were well distributed from 
coastal locations around the province, and the largest 
concentration was 150 at Smith's Cove on Nov. 13 (Bill 
Montevecchi). 

HOODED MERGANSERS always delight me, and others seem to find 
them worthy birds too, judging by the number of reports: 2, 
averaging 4 birds each. Most reports were from the Canning, Canard 
area (JWW,GWT,JCT) and others came from Petite Riviere, Merigomish 
Hbr., Lr. W. Pubnico, Conrad's Beach, Chezzetcook, and Annapolis 
Royal. 

COMMON MERGANSERS spent a lot of time feeding on juvenile 
gaspereau in the Black River system, where JWW and JCT watched the 
numbers at White Roel, climb from 1 on Sept. 30, to 75 by Nov. 11. 
The Commons at White Roel< were joined by 50 RED-BREASTED MERGANSERS 
on Sept. 30 (JCT). Others reported 5 or fewer birds: at Schooner 
Pond, May 30 ()C), North River, June 2 (GC), Lawrencetown Beach, 
Oct. 28 (Bill Montevecchi), Three Fathom Hbr., Nov. 5 (BMB), W. 
Chezzetcook, Nov. 12 (BMB), Long Is., Nov. 13 (Bill Montevecchi), 
and the Sydney area on Nov. 13 (SM). 

Two reports of RUDDY DUCK on the same day (Oct. 30) from Ketch 
Hbr. (Bill Montevecchi) and Three Fathom Hbr. (RED) probably amount 
to two different birds, although the distance between these sites is 
less than 30 km as the ruddy duck flies. 

--LPMP,ed. 
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DIURNAL RAPTORS 

Cyril Coldwell released last year's errant BLACK VULTURE at 
Gaspereau on May 27. It turned up again in a chicken coop at Sunken 
Lake on June 5, then back for TLC to CKC until June 16, when it was 
again sent forth on a wing and prayer. 

We seem to take good numbers of OSPREYS along the Atlantic 
coast for granted. Unusual sightings get reported; Hubert Hall asks 
if his quick view of one from a dentist's chair in mid-Halifax rates 
as "most unlikely". A nest a Cherry Hill was the first recorded for 
that area (SJF), and a bird at Evangeline Beach on Aug. 10 was rated 
as unusual by JWW. The only migratory movement on any scale was on 
Brier Is., where RBS had 10-15 birds flying south and out to sea 
each afternoon of Sept. 30 through Oct. 2. The latest was at Lr. W. 
Pubnico on Oct. 24 (RSD). A number of reports of BALD EAGLES in 
early October, including an imm. over Barrington on the 8th (S&BJS), 
suggests that they were on the move then. An ad. at Glace Bay on 
Nov. 7 (SM) was "in the water up to its neck, heaving and wallowing. 
After a struggle, it carried a small fish ashore and stood stomping 
on it until it was subdued". Noble bird! NORTHERN HARRIERS in 
summer around Grand Pre, elsewhere in the Valley, near Truro, and in 
east Hants Co., were probably nesting. There were 5 over Cape Sable 
on 17 Sept., 10-15 at Seal Is., Oct. 8-9, and 6-7 on Brier Is., Oct. 
16-17. 

Very few reports of SHARP-SHINNED HAWKS were received. There 
were ca. 40 at Seal Is. on Oct. 8-9 (m. obs.) 40+ on Brier Is. 
Oct. 13 (JS&JLC,D&JPu), and a sequence of 50, 300+, and 100+ over 
the latter island on Oct. 15-17 (BlM, SIT~ A COOPER'S HAWK 
whose "jizz and behaviour agreed well with Dunne et al., Hawks in 
Flight", was over Waverley on Sept. 17 (L&PP), and others were 
recorded (no details) on Seal Is., Sept. 4 (NSBS) and Cape Sable Is., 
Sept. 24 (DHY). There were 4 summer sightings of N. GOSHAWKS. 
Single migrants were on Brier Is.on Oct. 1, Seal Is. on Oct. 8, 
Brier Is. on Oct. 16, and at Green Bay on Oct. 24; this is a rather 
poor showing. 

A well-described imm. RED-SHOULDERED HAWK was seen near White 
Rock, Wolfville Ridge, on July 29 (JSC,JPu)-.-Another near Shulie, 
Cumb. Co., on June 24 (BlM) was reported without details. Donna 
Crossbank found a BROAD-WINGED HAWK nest in a birch at East 
Dalhousie with 2 nestlings on July 12. A bird in Hants Co. on May 8 
(GW&JCT) was slightly ahead of the May bird reported in the last 
issue. Who knows what the ad. on Brier Is. on June 30 (DAM) was up 
to? Fall migration was poorly reported; a kettle of 150+ was over 
Brier Is., Sept. 23 (PRD,CRKA), and about 300 were seen there next 
day (L&PP). Some 34 imm. and 6 ad. were over Brier Is. on Oct. 16, 
but they headed back NE and only 3 imm. were present next day (BlM, 
SIT). Resident RED-TAILED HAWKS were noted from a few places, but 
the largest numbers in migration were a mere 10-12 on Brier Is on 
Oct. 16-17, and 5 wheeling over Sheffield Mills on Nov. 7. These 
latter were reported by JET and BET, who also noted a partial albino 
ad. on Oct. 9, and a melanistic one on Oct. 27. A late spring 
ROUGH-LEGGED HAWK was near Glace Bay in late May (OC). The first 
returnee was at Broad Cove on Oct. 1 (Cohrs), and 6 followed in 
scattered localities through early Nov. 

Jim Taylor observed AMERICAN KESTRELS just off the nest in an 
abandoned house near River John in late July and also found another 
brood near Amherst. The island migration was not particularly 
spectacular. About 20 were on Brier Is., Sept. 9. Seal Is. had 
some 25 on Oct. 8, diminishing to 10 by the 10th. On Oct. 9 some 40 
were on Digby Neck and Brier Is. (Bill Montevecchi). There were 
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still 40+ along Digby Neck on Oct. 13 and, although they were 
•everywhere" next day on Brier Is., only 4, 12 and 10 were seen 
there on 15-17 Oct. (JSC,BlM et al.). Chebogue Pt. also attracted 8 
on Sept. 16, 6+ on Sept. 29, and 4 on Nov. 5 (CRKA,PRD). One on the 
M. V. Bluenose on Oct. 16 managed to catch and consume a small bird. 
Feathers sent-by HGH and checJ,ed against museum skins identify the 
victim as a White-crowned Sparrow. Otherwise, there was only a 
handful of reports. However, verbal reports suggest that fair 
numbers have stayed through November this year. Single MERLINS were 
widely reported from Aug. through Oct. Movements are indicated by 3 
on Seal Is. on Sept. 2, 12 on Cape Sable on Sept. 17, 5 at Matthews 
Lake on Sept. 22, and estimates of 30, 20, and 15 on Seal Is. on Oct. 
8-10. They were scarce on Brier Is., with a maximum of 3 on any day 
between Oct. 14-17 (JSC,BlM et al.). Our locally restored PEREGRINE 
FALCONS were in evidence this year. They are not without problems. 
On Aug. 3, a banded ad. male that had been released 5 years ago was 
seen at the hacking site in Blomidon Park. This male was quite 
aggressive towards the (2) released young this year, as he was last 
year (fide JWW). There were 4 other August sightings from Kings and 
Cumb. Co. and 8 reports of some 14 migrant birds, with a maximum of 
6 on Seal Is. on Oct. 9; the total is less than half of last year's. 
Linda Ruffman turned over a dead young Peregrine to the N.S. Museum; 
it had evidently hit the power lines at Ferguson's Cove on a windy, 
rainy Oct. 23. Two GYRFALCONS dashed through on Sept. 30. 
According to the Cohrs, one was grey and the other was 
uniformly pale brown. These, along with a Peregrine, a Merlin and a N. 
Harrier, kept the Cherry Hill shorebirds hopping. 

GALLINACEOUS BIRDS 

Two GRAY PARTRIDGES were seen near Sheffield Mills on July 22, 
4 near Kentville on Oct. 30, and the local flock of 8 was evident 
through Oct., across the Basin at Economy (FS). Broods of 
RING-NECKED PHEASANTS were noted in expected places in July: 8 near 
Stewiacke, 9 at River John, Pictou Co., and 5 near Northport, Cumb. 
Co. Jim Wolford reports that he and Miriam Tams observed at dusk on 
June 2, a cock that flapped his wings just before and after its loud 
call. According to my readings, they are supposed to flap after 
crowing; trying extra hard to win fair maiden. To peripheral the 
peripheral range in Glace Bay and on Brier Island, we now have to add 
Seal Island, where 2 cocks and 5 hens were introduced in spring. 
They were down to business on Aug. 11-12, when a brood of 2 and a 
hen on 5 eggs were found (JC), and several young were still about in 
October. A beautiful male LADY AMHERST PHEASANT, doubtless an 
escapee, first sighted near Wolfville in late Sept., was captured by 
Ted White on Nov. 2 and is being kept by Cyril Coldwell (JWW). 

Two SPRUCE GROUSE broods were noted: of 6 near Cherry Hill on 
July 24 (SJF) and G near Middleboro, Cumb. Co. in July (JWT). The 
status of RUFFED GROUSE is uncertain. Only 2 were seen during 
summer and fall around Tusket (PRD,CRKA), although 6 young were 
found inland near Kemptville (JKD). Jim Taylor found several broods 
in his atlas squares in Cumb. Co. We have only 3 reports of 5 birds 
for autumn. 

A two-thirds arown WILD TURKEY was seen by Reg and Ruth Newall 
on Digby Neck on J;ly 15, and their_d~g caught it (JWW) ! ~t ~p?ears 
as thouah the Lands and Forests decision not stock these birds is 
being circumvented. Sherman Blakney saw a N. BOBW~ITE near Halls 
Hbr. in early July; another "unofficial" introduction. 
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RALLIDS AND CRANE 

There were no reports of spring VIRGINIA RAILS in the last 
issue, but BLF reports that one was calling near Sunken Lake, Kings 
Co., from about May 23. Evident breeders were at Athol (BlM), 
Malagash and Athol (JWT), all in Cumb. Co. Fall migrants (including 
a car and a window kill) were reported from 4 localities, the latest 
on Oct. 10 on Seal Is-. SORAS were more widely reported. Summering 
birds (some confirmed as breeding) were at the above localities for 
Virginia Rqil and also in A.P.B.S,, at Beckwith, Cumb. co., and at 3 
places around Wolfville. Only 5 migrants were reported, the latest 
at Three Fathom Hbr, Nov. 12 (BlM). 

Betty June Smith reports that a rare PURPLE GALLINULE was at a 
pond on Beach Pt., Shel. Co., for 2-3 weeks from late June, seen 
well by herself, Sid, and several others. Only one of their more 
regular cousins, the COMMON MOORHEN, was noted during the breeding 
season--at Sand Pt., Col. Co., on July 24 (DAM,PM). An errant one 
turned up freshly dead on a street in south end Halifax on Oct. 24 
(PB). AM. COOTS at A.P.B.S. in late Sept. (BlM) were probably 
local. Two migrants appeared on Digby Neck on Oct. 15 (Cohrs), and 
were followed by 16 birds in 8 localities (8 birds at Three Fathom 
Hbr. on Nov. 5; sev. obs.). 

Our only fully reported SANDHILL CRANE was at Brule Pt., Col. 
Co., from July 24 to month's end (DAM,PM,GWT), although I had 
indirect word of another near Chester in September. 

--IAM,ed 

Joan Czapaly photographed this bright 
eyed mite, a young Least Bittern, shortly 
before its release in Barrington, Aug. 13. 
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SHOREBIRDS 

Two early BLACK-BELLIED PLOVERS were at Cherry Hill, July 11 
(SJF), but the main migration was not noted until July 28-Aug. 1, 
when 40+ were on the Grand P/2 dykes (GW&JCT,RGT&BET) and 40 at 
Matthews Lake (BM). At Grand Pr~, there were about 200 Aug. 8-13 
(GW&JCT,JWW), with a like number at Matthews on the latter date 
(FLL,&P,D,&BM). The last large flock of about 300 was noted at 
Conrad's, Sept 5 (PM,PYFLL), suggesting an early migration in the 
course of a mild fall. Still, 50 remained at Grand Pr~ until Oct. 
27 (RGT&BET), with 14 still at nearby Canard, Nov. 8 (JWW), while at 
Cherry Hill, 35 on Nov. 5 had dwindled to 15 by Nov. 12 (SJF). 

A GREATER GOLDEN PLOVER, Nova Scotia's first, was discovered at 
Hartlen's Point, Oct. 15, by Don MacNeil and Peter MacLeod. 
Last year a remarkable flight of several hundred reached St. 
John, N.B. Perhaps ours is a survivor of that influx of a 
Eurasian species previously recorded in Newfoundland and some
time ago put forward as a bird to be looked for in N.S. 
(Newsletter vol. 16, no. 1, 1974). In partial breeding 
plumage, it was in the company of Lesser Golden Plover and 
carefully studied at close range. The diagnostic white under
wing was noted and its calls distinguished from those of nearby 
Black-bellied Plovers. It was seen again Oct. 18 by several 
observers and photographed (PM,IAM); it was last reported Oct 
20-21 (GW&JCT). 
First LESSER GOLDEN PLOVER were one at Cape Sable Sept. 9 

(H&HH, L&IP) and 5 at Grand Pre (JWW). Largest numbers were 
recorded towards month's end, with 160 at Sydney airport Sept. 29 
and 280 at Hartlen's Point, Oct. 1 (BM). At Hartlen's about 55 
lingered until Nov. 23 (BED). Three (summering?) SEMIPALMATED 
PLOVERS were at Pikney's Pt. (DAM,CDM) and an early migrant at Cherry 
Hill, July 11 (SJF). By month's end there were 250 there and at 
Matthews Lake (BM). Hundreds were at Grand Pr~ by Aug. 8 (fide JWW) 
and by mid-month remarkably high numbers at Cherry Hill (825-SJF) 
and Matthews (2000-FLL et al.). One or two were still at Three 
Fathom Harbour, Hartlen's Point and Cherry Hill, Nov. 12 (BM,JSC). 
Several observers reported on the few breeding PIPING PLOVERS found 
in N.S. At Cherry Hill, two pairs bred successfully, producing a 
total of four young (SJF). These were joined in late July by 
another pair with young (JSC,SJF). One other breeding report comes 
from Glace Bay (GC). A migrant lingered at Cherry Hill until Oct. 2 
(JCT). It should not come as a surprise that JWT found the KILLDEER 
•very numerous" in Cumberland County this summer, with much evidence 
of successful nesting. Other nesting reports come from Cook's 
Beach, Yar. Co (CRKA et al.), Cape Sable (S&BS), Centreville 
(RGT&BET), Wolfville (2-JCT,JWW), Windsor and Poplar Grove (fide 
JWW). Largest fall flocks were 30 at White Rock, Sept. 9, 24 at 
Melanson, Oct. 1 (JWW). Last noted were 2 at Three Fathom Harbour, 
Nov. 12 (BED,BM). 

A female AMERICAN AVOCET appeared at Lr. West Pubnico, Oct. 1, 
only to be "shot by one of the locals"(TCD'E) 

Another, even more notable, first for Nova ~cotia was the 
COMMON GREENSHANK discovered by John and Shirley Coh:s and 
s lvia Fullerton at Cherry Hill Beach, Sept: 24. A~1de from 
r;re sightings in the Aleutians, this Eurasian species has been 
reported twice from Newfoundland. It was seen ?n and ?ff 
through Oct. 1, by several observers who noted its salie~t b 
field rark, the v-shaped white pattern of.the bac~, noticea le 
when the bird is in flight and of course, its 9:ayish-green, 
not yellow, legs. very wary, it did not allow itself to be 

photographed. 
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The Greenshank's North American relatives were with us as 
usual; a lone GREATER YELLOWLEGS, spent the summer (June 11-July 
30} at Cherry Hill (SJF). Post-breeders were at Glace Bay by July 
30 (SM) and 46 at Crescent by mid-August (JSC). Elsewhere, largest 
numbers were at Canning, 45 on Sept. 25, and still 27 on Oct. 10 
(NSBS,JWW), 100 at Conrad's (ElM&BMo) and 30+ at Pinkney's Pt. 
(PRD,CRKA). At least a dozen were still with us at month's end, 
with the last 6 at Cherry Hill (JSC) and 1 at Canning (JWW) Nov. 13. 
The first LESSER YELLOWLEGS was at Yarmouth, June 29, followed by 8 
on July 7 at W. Chezzetcook (DAM&CDM). Largest numbers occurred in 
the second week of August, with 55 at Canning on the 9th (GWT) and 
14 at Crescent, Aug. 16 (JSC). There were still 6-8 in the Valley, 
at Canard, in late Sept. (JWW). The mild weather apparently allowed 
for some late sightings: 1 at Crescent, Oct. 29 (JSC), 2 at Cherry 
Hill, Nov. 11 (JSC). SOLITARY SANDPIPERS were to be found in the 
Valley in July, 1 at New Minas, 1 at Canard on the 12th (GWT)and 4 
at the latter's much frequented poultry farm pond on the 18th 
(FLL,PM,JR). August was Lr. w. Pubnico's turn, with 4 there on the 
20th (TCD'E); another at Wallace, Sept. 13 (DAM), completes the 
rather meagre list of fall sightings. Early concentrations of 
WILLETS were 80 at Cape Sable, July 4 and 25 at Three Fathom Hbr., 
July 7 (DAM,CDM). Normal dates for this early migrant were July 
30-Aug. 1, when 60 were at Crescent and Matthews (BM). On the late 
side were single birds, Sept. 25, at Grand Pr~ (BLF,RB) and Cherry 
Hill("appeared to be a western"-IAM) and an eastern at Rose Bay, 
Lun. Co., Oct. 2 (IAN,BM). Good news is that the SPOTTED SANDPIPER 
"did well breeding in Cumberland County this summer• (JWT). Two 
reports of nesting also come from the Valley (JCT,JWW),one from Mira 
Beach (DE&JJK), but as usual the species departed unobtrusively, 
though 2 were seen at Broad Cove as late as Oct. 20 (SJF). Single 
UPLAND PLOVER were at Hemeon's Head, July 28 (DHY), Grand Pr~, Aug. 
18 (BLF) and at Sober Is., Sept. 29, a juvenile (BM). WHIMBREL were 
present from July 25 (DHY) to Sept. 10 (RGT&BET) but nowhere in 
larger numbers than the 23 at Hemeon's Head., Aug. 17-13 (DHY). It 
was a good season for HUDSONIAN GODWITS: 3 were very early at 
Lawrencetown, July 7 (DEK,JJK), still early was one at Cherry Hill, 
July 25 (SJF), where there were 4 two days later (JSC). Migrations 
peaks seem to have been from mid-Aug. (26 at Matthews-FLL et al.) to 
early Sept., when there were 6 at Crescent (SJF), 15 at Brier 
(LL,PC) and a flock of 32 flying SW from Cole Hbr. (IAM), all on 
Sept. 5. About 20 sightings in Oct. are further evidence that 
numbers were high this year; the last were 5 at Pinkney's Point, 
Oct. 23 (PRD,CRKA,PWD) and 1 at Canning, Oct. 23-25 (JWW,GWT). 
RUDDY TURNSTONES were most noticed in the first half of August, with 
35 at Matthews on the 1st, 30 on the 13th (FLL et al.), and 23 at 
Cherry Hill on the 14th (SJF). Otherwise, numbers were low, with a 
dozen still present at the end of the reporting period. 

A surprising 30 RED KNOTS appeared on the early date of July 7 
at Lawrencetown (DEK,JJK). There were 20 at Fox Hbr., Col. Co., 
July 20 (FLL et al.) and the same number at Cape Sable, Sept. 17 
(BM). There were only two Oct. reports of three birds (H&HH,BM), 
with one last at Three Fathom Hbr., Nov. 5 (BM). SANDERLINGS were 
at Cherry Hill (50) and Matthews Lake (60) by the end of July; by 
Aug. 11 there were 200+ at Kingsport. Smaller flocks were reported 
for Sept. (H&HH,BM) with, apparently, only 2 left by Nov. 5, at 
Hartlen's Point (BM). A single SEMIPALMATED SANDPIPER at Lr. W. 
Pubnico, foreshadowed the great flocks that began arriving along the 
shores of Fundy two weeks later. Near Port Williams there were 5600 
July 11 (JWW) and from to three times as many at Grand Prf, July 
16-20 (FLL et al., GW&JWT). Aug. 6, the •amazing sight of flocks 
estimated at half a million covered Evangeline Beach (GW&JWT); on 
the 10th the •very impressive roosts and flying flocks" there were 
estimated at "10's of thousands or more" and found "appropriate to 
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the Shorebird Reserve Ceremony at Evangeline"(JWW). At the same 
time, the 600 at Cherry Hill were considered "a large peak for this 
beach (SJF). By Oct. 23, there was only a small flock, "a bit 
late", at Cook's Beach (PRD,FWD,CRKA). Two were at Crescent, Oct. 
29 (JSC) and 4 'peeps' at Canard, Nov. 8 (JWW). A WESTERN SANDPIPER 
was at Hartlen's Point, Aug. 31 (FLL,PM); it, or another was there 
Oct. 21-22 (FLL,JCT et al.). 

Nova Scotia's second LITTLE STINT was discovered at Cherry 
Hill, Sept. 17 by John and Shirley Cohrs. in the company 
of winter-plumaged Least and Semipalmated Sandpipers, it stood 
out as brown and rufous rather than gray, and much more richly 
coloured. Besides the white V formed by the outer mantle 
feathers, the small bill, fine at the tip, dark legs, and a 
faint •orangish" streaking on the breast were noted. In size 
it appeared intermediate between the other species. Like 
most of our shorebird rarities, the Little Stint is native to 
Eurasia. 

In the great "semi" migration noted above were an estimated 2000 
LEAST SANDPIPERS at Grand Pr~ and 200 at Cherry Hill, July 30, and 
100 at Matthews Lake, Aug. 13 (FLL,PM,DM,BM), only a few elsewhere 
and at other times, with one last Oct. 30 (H&HH). WHITE-RUMPED 
SANDPIPERS were not noticed until Aug. 1, when one was reported from 
Matthews Lake (BM). Largest numbers occurred Oct. 10-20, with 250 
at Crescent (JSC) and perhaps 200 at Hartlen's (FLL,PM et. al.). 
They were considered abundant along the Valley shore (RBS). Last 
were 5 at Hartlen's Pt., Nov. 12 (BM). Five BAIRD'S SANDPIPERS were 
at Cape Sable as early as July 4 (closely observed-SES). An adult 
was at Matthews Lake, July 31 (BM), where the last of 2 August birds 
remained until Sept. 30 (DHY,WC). Elsewhere Cherry Hill saw 2-3, 
the last Oct. 15 (JSC,SJF), Conrad's 2 (FLL et al.), Seal (IAM) and 
Hartlen's (JSC) one each. All told, about 15 individuals were noted 
this fall. The PECTORAL SANDPIPER appeared in goodly numbers:/ 
first were singles at Cherry Hill, Aug. 7 (JSC) and at Grand Pre, 
Aug. 31 (RGT,BET). There were 60 at Hartlen's Pt., Sept. 5 
(PY,PM,FLL), 23 at Cherry Hill, Sept. 30 (JSC). In mid-Oct., there 
were at least 60 at the Ells Bros. farm, Sheffield Mills, which, as 
JWW points out, continues to be a favoured stopping place. At 
month's end there were still 20+ at Cherry Hill, 3 still there Nov. 
11 (JSC). First of our wintering PURPLE SANDPIPERS were at Grand 
Pref, Oct. 26 (RBS) and 4 at Crescent, Nov. 12 (SJF). Twenty-five 
DUNLIN were at Matthews Lake, Au_g. 22 (DHY,WC). A month later there 
were similar numbers at Grand Pre-Evangeline (RBS), 56 there Oct. 10 
(JWW). Early Oct. saw 25 at Cape SAble (R&RSd'E); 2-4 were still on 
the shore near Canard, Nov. 8 (JWW). On the whole, the species was 
lightly reported. Two STILT SANDPIPERS were at East and West 
Chezzetcook, Aug. 7-8 (FLL,PM,DM,GW&JCT). The only others were at 
w. Lawrencetown, Aug. 21 (FLL et al.) and Crescent, Sept. 7 & 9 
(JSC). 

As usual, only a few BUFF-BREASTED SANDPIPERS were seen: 
singles at Round Bay, Aug. 13 (SIT,FS), and 2 on Cape Sable, Sept. 
17 (BM). Three RUFFS appeared this fall: at Lawrenceto1:1n Lake, 
Sept. 5 (fide FLL), Yarmouth, Sept. 8 (FLL) and Cherry Hill, O~t. 2 
(BM), the first two immatures. SHORT-BILLED DOWI'I'CHERS were first 
noted June 28 at Lr. w. Pubnico, the next day at Little Hbr. (DHY) 
and July 4 at Pinkney's Pt. ("right on schedule"-CRKA et al.), all 
flocks of 4-5, though July 4 also saw 366 at Cape S~ble (SBS): 
Province-wide the main migration occurred between mid-July ana 
mid-August, with maximum numbers at W. Chezzetcook, Aug. 7 (750- FLL 
et al.) and at Matthews Lake, Aug. 13 (500-FLL et al.). Oct. 2, a 
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LONG-BILLED DOWITCHER was at Crescent (JSC), where a dowitcher sp. 
was noted a week later (SJF). COMMON SNIPE were "everywhere in 
Cumb. Co. this summer"-so, it seems, was JWT. As usual, snipe were 
not prominent migrants: the easiest place to see them seems to be 
Canning, where there were about 10, Sept. 25, and Oct. 10 (JWW) and 
about half that number until Oct. 25 (JWW,JCT). No AMERICAN WOODCOCK 
were reported this fall. 

--FS,ed. 

PHALAROPES TO AUKS 

Something very odd happened to our phalaropes this summer. I 
expected to see plenty of them on my Hudson cruise to Georges Bank, 
Aug. 15-31, but in the event I only saw 11. Raymond S. d'Entremont, 
fishing on Georges, saw several RED-NECKED PHALAROPES on Aug. 23, 
but "in most years phalaropes are abundant during the migration, but 
this year I saw very few". In the mid '70s, RED PHALAROPES used to 
make a carpet over the tide-rips off Brier Island in early 
September. There were none on Sept. 3, when I went out on one of 
Carl Haycock's BIOS whale-watching cruises. Carl tells me that most 
of the birds came through Brier very early, at the end of July. I 
Hear from other sources that the Red-necked Phalarope migration on 
the New Brunswick side of Fundy followed the same pattern, and that 
there were very few juveniles in the flocks of Semipalmated 
Sandpipers on the mudflats at the head of Fundy. All of this 
suggests that something went wrong this summer, up in the Arctic. 

Need I remind you that female phalaropes are the dominant sex? 
SHE chases HIM, sits him down on the tundra with a clutch of 4 eggs, 
and migrates south--to Peru or Senegal--at the end of July. The 
males and their chicks normally follow in August and early 
September. However, in 1988, almost all the phalaropes arrived here 
in July. I think this has to mean that most of them bred 
unsuccessfully, cut their losses and left the Arctic early. I wish 
I knew why. 

Luckily, it isn't quite as bad as that. George and Sandy Cull 
found 3,000 Red and 50 Red-necked Phalaropes off Brier Is., Sept. 9. 
Stu Tingley saw 500 Reds there, as late as Oct. 17. I'd guess that 
these were a wave of males and chicks from far north, since they 
were so late. Apart from them, we have three other reports. Hubert 
Hall saw a small flock of Reds on Aug. 7, about 29 miles WNW of 
Yarmouth. He also saw 5 Red-necked on Aug. 24, "much darker across 
their backs than a nearby flock of Red Phalaropes". The Youngs saw 
4 Reds and 40 Red-necked off Liverpool on Aug. 3, and 25 Red-necked 
on Aug. 11; Brian Dalziel saw a Red-necked off Hartlen's Point on 
Oct. 15. 

To judge from the number of records, WILSON'S PHALAROPE, the 
freshwater species, is doing pretty well in Nova Scotia in its quiet 
way. Blake Maybank had sightings through the summer, in ones and 
twos, from Seal Island and Matthews Lake, July 31 to Sept. 3. There 
were two on Matthews Lake on Aug. 1, and one on Aug. 22 (DHY,BlM). 
On Aug. 7, there were 5 at West Chezzetcook Marsh, including a 
female and male (DAN,FLL,PM). One of them was feeding with 
Short-billed Dowitchers the next day (GWT, JCT). The latest 
sightings are of single birds at Canard Poultry Pond on Aug. 21 
(JWW), and at Cherry Hill on Sept. 4 and Crescent Beach the next day 
(SJF ,BH). 

Raymond s. d'Entremont was out on Georges Bank from early 
August onwards: "I saw the occasional Skua. Some of them could 
have been "South Polar Skuas". I agree. I saw 2 skuas there on 
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Aug. 18 and another on Aug. 21: all-brown birds with darker 
streaks. These were presumably GREAT SKUAS: 2nd year birds from 
Scotland, if the banding returns are any guide. However, the bird I 
saw on Aug. 30 had a very dark body, with a paler head: a SOUTH 
POLAR SKUA, I think. The other three reported skuas were all-dark 
birds, apart from their wing-patches, and were presumably Greats: 
Hubert Hall's singletons, from Bluenose, on July 11 and Sept. 5, and 
Jim Wolford's bird from the Grand Manan ferry on Aug. 26. 

Jaeger records are scarce. Jim Wolford reports a probable 
PARASITIC, from the Grand Manan ferry on Aug. 26; it was harrassing 
a gull. Peter MacLeod and Fulton Lavender saw an adult Parasitic on 
Sept. 2 at The Hawk, Shel. Co., Sept. 2, and Raymond S. d'Entremont 
saw 4 Parasitics on Georges Bank on Sept. 27. I saw a juvenile 
jaeger, also on Georges on Aug. 30. Its build was so heavy that it 
was almost certainly a POMARINE. 

I'll give our abundant HERRING and GREAT-BLACKBACKED GULLS 
their usual short shrift. The reports suggest that the two species 
were more or less evenly balanced inshore, though I found that adult 
and subadult Greats were the dominant species out on Georges Bank, 
Aug. 15-31. Their exotic relatives are more interesting. There was 
a late Iceland Gull at M. W. Pubnico on May 24, and a juvenile (the 
same bird?), at Lr. w. Pubnico on May 26 (DDE,DJD). At the start of 
the fall immigration to the Maritimes, Stu Tingley reports a couple 
of 1st-winter birds from Brier Is., on Oct. 16. 

The Tufts saw a GLAUCOUS GULL at Delhaven, Kings Co., on Aug. 
11, and they, Jim Wolford and others saw a yearling bird in the same 
area on July 22. We have three reports of LESSER BLACK-BACKED 
GULLS: at Port Morien, C. B., Sept. 29 (BlM); at the Volvo Plant, 
Dartmouth on Oct. 24 (FLL); and at Digby on Nov. 8 (RBS). The Volvo 
bird was moulting out of its nuptial plumage, and may have summered 
here; the other two were subadults. RING-BILLED GULLS were widely 
reported from mainland Nova Scotia, close inshore and sometimes 
inland. However, their numbers were only a fraction of the Herring 
Gulls' and Great Blackbacks'. 

Among the hooded gulls, LAUGHING GULLS occurred only as single 
birds: on Georges Bank on May 31 (RSD); a 2nd-winter bird at 
Yarmouth, June 29 (DAM,CDM); an adult off Brier Is., July 1-2 (DAM); 
one at Wallace Sewage Plant, Cumb. Co., sometime in July(JWT); an 
adult in 80% breeding plumage at Round Bay on Aug. 13 (PM,FLL); and 
an immature at Matthews Lake on Sept. 22 (DHY). Matthews Lake was 
also the place for BLACK-HEADED GULLS: an imm. on Aug. 13 
(PM,DM,BM) and a winter-plumaged bird on Oct. 6 (DHY). There was an 
adult at Brier Is., Oct. 16 (BlM, ST). The only other sightings 
were at Conrad's Beach: 3 on Aug. 31 (ABM,PB), and 2 on Sept. 5 
(FLL,PMPY). BONAPARTE'S were marginally commoner--though our Nova 
Scotian numbers are nothing compared to the big flocks in 
Passamaquoddy Bay, New Brunswick. Ted c. D'Eon saw a spring bird at 
M. W. Pubnico on May 24. The first fall reports are of singletons 
at Matthews Lake on Aug. 17 and 22 (DHY,WC), and at Conrad's Beach 
on Aug. 31 (ABM,PB). There were 8 at Conrad's Beach on Sept. 5 
(PM,FLL,PY), and 1 at Brier Is., Sept. 3-5 (George Forsyth et al.). 
Joyce Purchase reports at least 10, in winter plumage, on Oct. 11 at 
Merigomish Big Island, Pictou Co.; there were 11 at Eastern 
Passage/Hartlen's Point on Oct. 22 (FLL,PM,DM), and 2 at Crescent 
Beach on Oct. 29 (the Cohrs.). 

our gull sensation was the ROSS'S GULL that Stephen S. Bushell, 
June N. Jarvis and Nancy Peters saw at the Canso Town fishplant from 
June 7-9. It's only the second record for Nova Scotia. The bird 
was feeding in the gurry from the wastepipe and at times, it was 
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only 10 ft. overhead. The graduated, 'Mourning Dove' tail was well 
seen, as were the bird's blue-grey wing linings. The flight was 
light, with the wings held rather high--different from any of the 
other gulls at the gurry pipe. There was no sign of a rosy breast 
or a neck ring; this, and the dates, show that it was an immature 
bird. You'll recall that our first Ross's record was also from 
Canso, in December 1986. I hope they're going to make a habit of 
stopping off in Nova Scotia. 

Raymond S. d'Entremont saw a BLACK-LEGGED KITTIWAKE on Georges 
Bank on June 4: "this was rather late for that bird. By September, 
they were back again on Georges." I saw an immature there on Aug. 
21. Jim Wolford found them "abundant" on Aug. 26, from the Grand 

Manan ferry. There were a couple of birds off Chebucto Head on 
Sept. 5 (PM,PY,FLL). 

There are three definite sightings of CASPIAN TERNS: a bird at 
Wallace, Cumb. Co., July 16 (GWT); two adults in Wallace Bay on July 
20 (FLL,PM,JR); and a singleton at Porter's Point, near Canning, 
Aug. 11 (RBS). COMMON TERNS were widely reported in small numbers. 
The earliest were the 6 birds ("at least SOME were common") that Jim 
Wolford saw at Conrad's Beach on May 29. BlM saw 30 in Rose Bay on 
July 30, and 120 there on Aug. 1. He also saw, respectively, 20 and 
80 ARCTIC TERNS. The latest Commons were very late indeed; an 
adult and a 1st-summer bird at Lawrencetown on Nov. 12 (WAM). The 
only other ARCTICs'were the 3 birds--an adult with 2 juveniles in 
tow--that Ian McLaren saw on Seal Is., Aug. 18 ("evidently on the 
move, not local nesters."), and Blake Maybank's bird at Lunenburg on 
Oct. 2, seen along with a FORSTER'S TERN. He also saw a late, imm. 
Forster's at Lawrencetown on Nov. 12. There are 3 other Forster's 
reports: an adult off Brier Island on Sept. 9 (FLL,GCu); a couple 
of 1st-winter birds at Hartlen's Cove on Oct. 23 (BED}; and another 
at Lawrencetown on Nov. 12 (BED,BM). David Diller on one of Carl 
Haycock's cruises, saw 10 ROSEATES off Brier Is., on June 8. BlM 
saw 2 at W. Pubnico on June 18. Our only BLACK TERNS were the 
couple that Don MacNeill & Co. saw at Amherst on June 4. 

BLACK GUILLEMOTS are our resident auks, and most of our alcid 
reports refer to them. In chronological order, there were 2 off 
Cape Split on June 9 (the Halls); 1 at Cape Dor on June 25 (BM) ; 
unrecorded numbers at Bird Islands on Aug. 2 (AS); at least 2 off 
Seal Is. on Aug. 10-12 (JC) ; 1 at W. Advocate on Aug. 13 (BM ); a 
bird in mottled plumage at Sandy Cove on Aug. 20-21 ("on these two 
days only"-RDH}; a bird in winter plumage in Yarmouth Hbr., Sept. 9 
(HGH); and 11 at Brier Is. on Nov. 12-1 (WAM). This geographical 
spread suggests a southern and western distribution, largely 
confined to mainland Nova Scotia. However, that's completely wrong: 
Black Guillemots breed all around the province. We are heavily 
biased by observer distributions, where NSBS members live, and where 
they like to bird. Once again, I regret the scarcity of 
observations from Cape Breton. It's a very interesting place, 
ornithologically, closer in many ways to Newfoundland than mainland 
Nova Scotia. 

Our first DOVEKIE was picked up freshly dead on Nov. 20, under 
the radio tower on Hartlen's Point, by Bill Montevecchi. Hubert 
Hall saw a COMMON MURRE from Bluenose, 35 miles WNW of Cape Forchu, 
on June 30. Jim Wolford saw a total of 10 birds from the Grand 
Manan ferry on Aug. 26; two of these were an adult-chick pair, 
presumably from the very small colony on Yellow Murre Ledge. 
RAZORBILLS were seen on the Bird Islands on Aug. 2, though with no 
estimate of numbers (AS}. Fulton Lavender and the Culls saw an 
adult and an immature off Brier Is., Sept. 9. 
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Finally, there's our Official Bird: the ATLANTIC PUFFIN. 
Andre Cottreau and Felton d'Entrernont, on fisheries patrol, saw at 
least 12 on the Tuskets on June 7, and there were Puffins on the 
Bi'rd Islands on Aug. 2 (AS). On August 10-12, 3 birds were seen off 
Seal Is. (JC), and 1 each off the Aspotogan Peninsula and Port Medway 
(DHY,JMY). Hubert Hall saw an imm. Puffin from Bluenose, 16 miles 
WNW of Yarmouth, Sept 7; Fulton Lavender and the Culls report 4 
adults and 2 immatures off Brier Is., Sept. 9. The latest sightings 
are Stu Tingley's singletons off Brier Is., Oct. 16 & 17. 

--RGBB,ed. 

DOVES, CUCKOOS 

Could a colour-banded ROCK DOVE on Sable Is. on June 12-15 (ZL) 
have been a vestige of the great transatlantic displacement last 
spring? They do get blown about; 3 appeared on Seal Is. after the 
big storm of Aug. 8 (JC). JWT rates them as a "very determined 
species, still carrying nesting material in late October" in 
Dartmouth. MOURNING DOVE reports come from Glace Bay to Yarmouth, 
sometimes as frequenting feeders in small numbers throughout summer. 
Larger flocks were reported beginning in mid-Oct., and we'll 
doubtless see more of these as they become dependent on feeders and 
granaries. A RINGED TURTLE DOVE found sick near Advocate on July 
20, died that night (fide JWW); it doubtless found life outside a 
cage too stressful. 

Breeding season BLACK-BILLED CUCKOOS were in W. Ant. Co. (FLL) 
and Cumb. Co. (3, JWT), but what does one make of a bird on Brier 
Is. on June 28 (DAMCDM)? Clear migrants were heralded by one aboard 
CSS Hudson on NE Georges Bank on Aug. 18 (RGBB) and Seal Is., Sept. 
4. The rest, 6 in all, were seen between Oct. 1 and 21. The first 
YELLOW-BILLED CUCKOO was on Seal Is., Sept. 3-4. Only 6 more were 
reported, the latest a window-kill at Enfield on Oct. 31, donated to 
the N.S. Museum (fide BD). 

OWLS 

GREAT HORNED OWLS near Chester Basin and Gulf Shore raised 2 
and 1 young respectively. We received only 3 other reports for 
summer, including an account by GC of a mid-day merganser chase by 
one determined owl. A very light-coloured bird,it was probably from 
far to the northwest, perched in the Hubert Hall's backyard at Over
ton on Oct. 14. Of considerable interest were two summering 
SNOWY OWLS. One imm. was seen on Sable Is. regularly between 
Apr. 28 and June 13 by ZL. She once saw it munching on an Arn. Black 
Duck and once, in tractor lights at midnight(!), feeding on a 
freshly killed Herring Gull. Another bird was on Cape Sable 
throughout the summer, especially "at home" in the tern colony (BJS). 
BARRED OWLS were doubtless seen or heard by many, but we received 
only 3 reports of fall birds. A breeding season LONG-EARED OWL was 
at Mahoney's Beach, Ant. Co. (FLL), and near W. Advocate (BM). 
Another was heard and seen on Sept. 25 at Little Hbr. Shel. Co. by 
D&JY, who report~that neighbours had 2 more. A nest of SH?RT-E~RED 
OWLS at Grand Pre on May 31 and 6 eggs. Unfortunately, this ana 
another nest with 4 fledglings were run over by mowing machines in 
late June; all young and the adult of one nest were killed. Calling 
N SAW-WHET OWLS were near Merigomish on June 13 (FLL) and W. Advocate 
o~ June 24 (BM). One was road-killed near Pt. Williams on Oct. 13 
(BET,BET), and 4 were banded on Bon Portage Is., Oct. 27-30 (JWW). 

NIGHTHAWK, SWIFT, HUMMINGBIRDS, AND KINGFISHER 

A COMMON NIGHTHAWK on Sable Is., Apr. l.9-26 (Gerry Forbes) was 
a month ahead the earliest reported in the last issue, and one of 
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the earliest on record. A dozen near Sunken Lake, Kings Co. 
(BLF,RS) seemed not to have settled down. Most June-July reports 
were of singles. Had a flock of 20 near Gaspereau on June 25 (Ellis 
Gertridge) given up on breeding? About 20 near East River on Aug. 4 
(RDH) were surely migrants, as were 5 other scattered flights of 21-
100 during August. The latest was hawking around the N.S. Museum, 
Halifax, at dusk on Sept. 15 (JP et al.). 

A freshly dead CHIMNEY SWIFT on Sable Island on Apr. 26 (ZL) 
was even earlier than the one reported in the last issue. Donna 
Crossland found a nest inside a barn in East Dalhousie with noisy 
young on July 31, and fledgings clinging to the wall on Aug. 9. As 
usual, the Wolfville swifts took the prize for numbers, well 
documented by JWW. In early June, 24-50 were seen entering the 
Acadia chimney, and fewer at the Front St. chimney. By mid-July, 
counts were 125 and 200+ respectively, and in late July and early 
Aug. up to 495 were seen entering the Front St. stack. The latest 
reported was 1 on Seal Is., Sept. 4. 

A few RUBY-THROATED HUMMINGBIRDS were reported from around the 
province, the latest on Sept. 17, at Green Bay (Cohrs). Writers 
have noted that these little mites have good memories; the Payzants 
noted one at Waverley on June 12, investigating the site of last 
year's feeder, which hadn't yet been put out. They inferred, 
probably correctly, that it was a returnee. One of the season's 
superbirds was a female BLACK-CHINNED HUMMINGBIRD that came to the 
McLarens' feeder in Halifax from Nov. 15 to 23. Those of you who 
know me may recall that I have been trying for years to attract 
late-fall hummers by maintaining my sugar-water feeder through Nov., 
with just such a waif in mind. (I've also promoted this practice on 
these pages in the past.) Details of this occurrence and the 
identification problems it posed are given elsewhere in this issue. 

Jim Taylor thinks that "Cumberland Co. must be the BELTED 
KINGFISHER capital of Nova Scotia, with many seen everywhere along 
rivers, etc."-- any contenders? In truth, reports were a bit thin 
from elsewhere, and 6+ around Lawrencetown on Aug. 18 were thought 
"more than last year" (JP,EC). They were noted as nesting as usual 
at Mariotts and Sandy Coves, Lun. Co. (RDH). A few were still about 
in November. 

WOODPECKERS 

An ad. RED-HEADED WOODPECKER was seen at Lr. W. Pubnico on June 
5 (DJD). A male RED-BELLIED_WOODPECKER at a feeder in Waverley from 
about Oct. 16 at least through mid- Nov., was convenient for metro 
birders. 

YELLOW-BELLIED SAPSUCKERS were under-reported. Nests were 
found at Amherst Head and Mansfield in Cumb. Co. (JWT) and at 
Kemptville, Yar. Co. (JKD). Migrant imm. birds were at Green Bay on 
Sept. 26, and on Seal Is. on Oct. 9. Among the few reports of DOWNY 
WOODPECKERS, one was of a nest in Malagawatch (JMc) and fledglings 
at Paradise (J&BM). Jim Taylor found 3 nests of HAIRY WOODPECKERS 
In Cumb. Co. this summer, and .rated them as "quite numerous" there. 
Another ,,as suspected at Poplar Grove, Rants Co. (JWW). Other 
reports speak of returns to feeders in Oct. A nesting BLACK-BACKED 
WOODPECKER was in Middleboro, Cumb. Co. (JWT), and there were 
reports of about 4 others during dumrner. 

Nesting NORTHERN FLICKERS were reported from Carleton, Yar. Co., 
where one seemed to be taking up last year's Pileated nest hole on 
May 21 (HJH), and from Malagawatch, where tbere ,,;ere 4 large 
fledglings on July 28 (JEa). Migratory movements were notable near 
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Paradise on Sept. 27 (J&BM), in Yar. Co. and on Brier Is. between 
Sept. 22 and Oct 2. (CRKA,PRD,RS), and there were still up to 30 on 
Seal Is. on Oct. 9. We have 14 reports of 17 PILEATED 
WOODPECKERS--an above average number for this once scarce bird. 

--IAM,ed. 

Richard Stern's Eastern Kingbird, regal 
enough, was snapped in July. 
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FLYCATCHERS TO CORVIDS 

A few OLIVE-SIDED FLYCATCHERS were noted around the province 
during the summer, some in typical potential breeding habitat 
{HGH,DAM,CDM,BM et al.). RSD noted, as did JSC last year, that 
"this is another bird that is more difficult to see these days". 
Only a few EASTERN WOOD-PEEWEES were reported, too, but Jean Morse 
described "unusual numbers" around her (Paradise) house, and 
presumed migrants were noted at Lr. w. Pubnico, Aug. 30 (RSD) and 
Grand Pre, Oct. 12 (RGT,BET). 

Even our usually common EMPIDONAX FLYCATCHERS, so difficult to 
separate unless singing, were under-reported. Are there really 
fewer birds, or is there some other explanation? JD reported 1 
YELLOW-BELLIED FLYCATCHER feeding young at Lr. W. Pubnico on July 5, 
and a smattering of birds was noted elsewhere. IAM found a small 
wave of mixed EMPIDONAX spp. on Seal Is., Aug. 17, and ALDER 
FLYCATCHERS were noted to be "very common" in the Chester Basin 
area, at least till Aug. 17 by RDH. Only a few LEAST FLYCATCHERS 
were noted, but I suspect under-reporting here, at least in some 
areas of the province. Blake Maybank saw, and identified by its 
characteristic song, a WILLOW FLYCATCHER at Cape d'Or on June 25. 
The sneezy "fitz-bew" with its accent on the first syllable was 
quite different from the calls of nearby Alder Flycatchers, although 
the two (recently "split") species are visually indistinguishable in 
the field. Unfortunately, the bird was not sighted again, and there 
was no evidence of breeding. There is one previous record of this 
species in the province, in 1980. 

EASTERN PHOEBES bred successfully in Kentville (RBS) but only 1 
other report was received (Brier Is., Oct. 15 (BMcT,ST). 

GREAT CRESTED FLYCATCHERS, in contrast, are more frequently 
reported these days than hitherto. This summer, birds were seen in 
Waverley (L&PP), Dartmouth (GWT), Kentville (RBS), and 2 or 3 in a 
group in Bedford (George Forsyth), as well as on June 27 on Brier 
Is., an unusual date to be expected for this location. 

After no reports last fall, WESTERN KINGBIRDS were back with a 
vengeance this year. Four reports were received, between Sept. 27 
and Nov. 5, from various parts of the province, including one from 
the rigging of Raymond d'Entremont's boat on Georges Bank, making 
short passes to catch insects. (DA,BED,RSD,HG&HJH). EASTERN 
KINGBIRDS also did well, with several summering birds reported, and 
an apparent migratory movement noted during the last few days of 
August and the earliest days of Sept., from Chebogue Pt. (CRKA,PRD), 
Seal Island (BM) and Brier Island. JWT reported particular nesting 
success in Cumb. Co. 

The earliest HORNED LARKS reported back this fall were a few at 
the Pond Cove area of Brier Is., Oct. 1 (RBS). Numbers here had 
built to 24 by Oct. 14, and elsewhere small flocks arrived during 
Oct., e.g., 25 at Cook's Beach, Oct 24 (HG&HJH), still present one 
week later (A. Porter). No large numbers have so far been noted 
this year, however. 

The precarious hold of the PURPLE MARTIN in the NW corner of 
the province remains much the same as last year, with RGT & BET 
reporting one 18 unit house (7 active) at Collingwood and approx. 50 
pairs in 8 houses in Oxford, in late July. As usual, a few were 
seen outside this stronghold, with one interesting sighting of 1 
together with Tree and Barn Swallows for comparison, in Wolfville on 
July 11 bys. Bleakney. There were also odd singles. 
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It is difficult to form an impression of how well our TREE 
SWALLOW population fared this summer. As last year, it was felt on 
two NSBS field trips that there were •very few active 
sightings--something terrible seems to be happening to the Tree 
Swallows", but JCT saw 300 in one roost in a late snowstorm near 
Kentville on May 30, and JT reported that all our breeding swallows 
did well in 1988 in his Atlassing squares (Tidnish to Amherst to 
Wentworth). Perhaps serial yearly records from the Atlas project 
will shed light on what is really happening. The latest reported 
sighting was of 2 on Oct. 26 (L. Head, DY). 

A few large BANK SWALLOW roosts were noted during the summer, 
such as one with 95 nests on Cape Sable (SFS), but no migratory 
movements or "late dates" were reported. CLIFF SWALLOWS are 
probably also under-reported, but BLF noted 2 nests at White Roel~, 
an area where they were common 15 years ago but then disappeared. 
Interesting BARN SWALLOW sightings included 1 or 2 circling the CSS 
Hudson on NE Georges Bank in late August (RGBB), and some late dates 
were Nov. 12 on Brier Island (RBS) and Nov. 16 in Canning (JWW). 
These are not, however, unusually late dates for this species 
according to Birds of Nova_Scotia. 

Rather unusually, a good number of GRAY JAYS was reported for 
late in the season, starting Aug. 24 with 2 near Albany Cross, Anna 
Co. (RDH), and going on to several small groups seen in scattered 
areas in late Oct., e.g., 2 at White Point Beach, Oct. 15 & 16 (WA), 
•a great many" at Green Bay, Oct. 22 & 29 (JLC,JSC), 2 at Argyle 
Head, Oct. 24 (CRKA,PRD) and 2 at Chezzetcook on Oct. 30, on the 
NSBS field trip. BLUE JAYS were "very plentiful all season" (RDH). 
An interesting sighting was one freshly killed (by a cat) found in 
Wolfville on June 3 by E. Kehler, that had been banded locally by 
Cyril Coldwell on Oct. 13, 1977, 11 years previously. 

CORVIDS TO THRUSHES 

What can be said of AMERICAN CROWS, apart from tlleir ubiquity 
and continuing abundance? BED noted a roost of 5000+ at Mt. St. 
Vincent University in early Nov., and the huge winter roost at Boot 
Is., Grand P~, had certainly built up to 10,000+ by about the same 
time. One nest in Kentville this summer produced 3 partially albino 
young with large white areas on their plumage (JWW), and W. 
Montevecchi observed crows chasing a small passerine to its deatll 
against a window in Halifax, Sept. 23. Tllere were several reports 
of COMMON RAVENS including 30 around Saxon St. Pond, Kings Co. on 
Oct. 30 (J.WW,RGT,BE'l'), and of birds cavorting and performing 
aerobatics "just like spring" in the wind at Grand Pr~. Sept. 24 
(JWW). 

BLACK-CAPPED CHICKADEES were reported as plentiful (JM et al.) 
and several young were noted. BOREAL CHICKADEES seemed to be 
holding their own in appropriate habitat, i.e., coniferous, boggy 
woods. They were widespread on Seal Is., Aug. 10-13 (JC), and other 
flocks included 6-8 in RDH's home territory, Sept. 27, and 12+ on 
Bell's Is., Lun. Co., Oct. 2 (JLC,JSC). 

Although scattered RED-BREAS1ED NUTHATCHES were reported and 
JWT felt they were numerous in breeding season in Cumb. Co .. , just 
as last year there were NO large migrations reported. The 
WHITE-BREASTED NUTHATCH, however, normally our less common the t\rn, 
was more widely reported (HGH,RSD,RGT,BET et al,), with, e.g., 
increasing numbers in the Parc1di:c:e aree after Sept. 18 (J&\1M) · 

As usual, several reports of BROWN CREEPER were received, with 
numbers being a little better than last year. Notable were ft 
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together at a wood edge on the Wolfville Ridge, Aug. 7 (JCT), 2 seen 
intermittently from Oct. 29 to Nov. 13 in Waverley (L&PP) and 2 at 
Green Bay, Oct. 30 (JLC&JSC). 

No HOUSE _:y;'_B.§!:1.§_ were reported. However, once again people are 
seeing WINTER WRENS in the summer and fall. JWT reports a healthy 
summering population in Cumb. Co., with several confirmed breeders, 
and some fall sightings included leach at Cape Fourchu, Oct. 25 and 
Overton, Oct. 30 (HGH), and a rather remarkable sighting of young 
being fed on Brier Is., Sept. 3-5 (BLF). MARSH WRENS were down from 
last year's high of 6 to only 2 sightings, at Wallace Bay (F. Schwab 
& R. Daury) and Hartlen's Pt., Oct. 13 (BMcT, W. Montevecchi). 

GOLDEN-CROWNED RINGLETS became highly audible and visible as 
they flitted about the conifers all over the province in the fall, 
particularly in late Oct. RHD felt there were more than usual 
through Sept. and Oct., and the Cohrs noted them to be •very 
prolific" on Oct. 29-31 at Green Bay. JM found a flock of about 12 
at Paradise on Oct. 29, and 19 were banded on Bon Portage Is. by the 
Acadia University group on Oct. 27-30. Large flocks of 200+ were on 
Brier Is., Oct. 15-17 (BMcT,ST). The peak migration of this species 
thus seems to be a little later than last year. In contrast, there 
were very few reports received of RUBY-CROWNED KINGLETS--perhaps 
last year's low numbers have not recovered. RBS noted a good 
•wave", however, passing through wood- and park- land in Kentville 
on Sept. 23, and BM saw 20 on Seal Is., Oct. 9 and 15 the following 
day. 

The BLUE-GRAY GNATCATCHER is now a regular vagrant in 
provnce, with occassional examples turning up most years. 
1 bird only was found, by BJS at Barrington, and it stayed 
from Nov. 15-25. 

the 
This year 
around 

Another regular vagrant, the NORTHERN WHEATEAR, was also 
seen once this fall, with l well-watched bird present at M. W. 
Pubnico from Sept. 12-15 (AD et al.). 

Last year EASTERN BLUEBIRDS nested at Lochaber, Ant. Co., and 
this summer 2 birds were again seen in the area, but there was no 
proof of nesting. Mark Elderkin found a male looking over a nestbox 
at Advocate in early June, and the only other report is of l female 
in Middleton on June 8 (fide JWW). Alas, no nests were reported 
this year! --

A number of people complained during the summer that they 
thought the Thrush population was down, although to me the numbers 
in the Valley appeared satisfactory. However, only 3 reports of 
VERRY were received, and no mention of migration. There were also 
very few reports of GRAY-CHEEKED THRUSH, mostly summer individuals 
in appropriate breeding habitat (e.g., W. Advocate, BM). The same 
remarks apply to SWAINSON'S THRUSH, although BM reported a total of 
19 in his atlassing square, around the Advocate area, during June. 
HERMIT THRUSHES were far better reported (are there more of them or 
do they sing more noticeably?), with 18 reports through the summer 
in various locations (BM). They were singing in many locations 
around Chester Basin (RDH), and there were plenty of fall records, 
either late stragglers or migrants, eg., l travelling with Robins at 
Bear River, Oct. 9 (JET), 2 on Digby Neck, Oct. 13 (Cohrs), 12 
banded on Bon Portage Is., Oct. 27 and 2 still in Birch Cove, 
Dartmouth, Nov. 13 (JWT). This is the only Catharus thrush known to 
hang on in continental N. America into the winter months. 

The AMERICAN ROI0,IN migration was well documented, with similar 
dates but perhaps smaller concentrations than last year. J&WN noted 
flocks at Paradise, Sepot. 23, 30, Oct. 24 (100+), 29. They were 
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"abundant in Wolfville", Oct. 10 (JWW), and 4-500 were estimated by 
JD in Lr. w. Pubnico on Oct. 30. Movement continued well into Nov. 
with a large wave suddenly appearing in Halifax, Nov. 5-8 (JLC,JSC), 
100+ seen on one street in Annapolis Royal, Nov. 8 (RBS), and 100+ 
at Martinique Beach, Nov. 12 (BED,BM). 
CATBIRD TO STARLING 

The GRAY CATBIRD was reported from scattered locations and 
dates through the summer, with several probable and one definite 
nest being located (Wolfville Ridge, GWT). One was still heard 
calling at Marriott's Cove on Oct. 7 (RDH). NORTHERN MOCKINGBIRDS 
continue to be seen in small numbers, but perhaps more frequently 
than hitherto in the summer. The Halls reported a nesting pair at 
Chestnut Ave., Yarmouth, and Andy Moir found a nest with young on 
July 19 at Freeport, Digby Co. Other scattered reports were received 
from Halifax, the Pubnicos, Cole Hbr.and Arcadia, mostly in late 
summer and fall. Are they extending their breeding range into our 
province on a more than sporadic basis? 

Only one report of a BROWN THRASHER came in, of 1 on May 30 at 
Little Hbr. (DH&JMY), with no fall sightings. 

WATER PIPITS arrived a little later this year than last, but in 
good numbers when they did. The first sighting was at Round Bay 
Shel. Co., of 11 (FLL), and then flocks of up to 60 were reported 
from different areas in mid-Sept. to early Oct. (e.g., Matthews 
Lake, 14, Sept. 30 (DY); Grand Pr~, 15, Sept. 25, (BLF); Brier Is., 
Oct. 13-15, (Cohrs & Purchases). 

It was not a spectacular CEDAR WAXWING year, with no reports of 
very large flocks. There was something of a movement in mid-Oct., 
though, with 15 at Deerfield on Oct. LO (HJ&HGH), 20-30 feeding on 
berries at Paradise, Oct. 22-23 (J&WM), and into Nov., e.g., 25 at 
Lr. w. Pubnico, Nov. 7 (JD). Flocks presumably roam around at that 
time of year looking for Rowan berries. There were,not surprisingly, 
no summer reports of BOHEMIAN WAXWING. 

Two early NOR'l'HERN SHRIKES have already been reported, 1 from 
Hartlen's Pt., Oct. 16 (FLL,MA), and 1 from Port Williams Dyke, Oct. 
22 (GWT). 

EUROPEAN STARLINGS continue to thrive, and notable roosts 
commented on this fall included 1000+ at Blueberry Acres, in the 
Valley, Oct. 16, despite the erection of model Great Horfied Owls to 
discourage them (JWW), and 5000+ near Avonport, Nov. 12 (JWT). 

--RBS,ed. 
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VIREOS AND WARBLERS 

After a wet, early, summer season which was punctuated by heavy 
showers and thunderstorms, I was concerned about the breeding 
success of these and other species. Despite weather conditions, 
some species appeared to have had a banner year, while others, 
unfortunately, went unaccounted for, or nearly so, during migration. 
Our summer residents seemed especially anxious to depart. Indeed, 
October and November, wet and stormy, were inhospitable to the 
hangers-on and to those birders who struggled to report them. It 
did not come as a surprise that no late date records were set for 
those species which traditionally leave early. However, there was no 
shortage of rarities, and in this regard, Hartlen's Point, Hfx. Co., 
emerged as a "hot spot". 

Only five autumn reports of the vocally subdued SOLITARY VIREO 
were received, totalling 9 individuals, and no migratory pattern 
could be discerned. The latest date for a live bird was Oct. 15 on 
Brier Is.(JSC), while a Halifax window kill was brought to the N.S. 
Museum on Nov. 1 (fide BED). As was the case of the previous fall, 
one WARBLING VIREOwas reported--this by BlM at Hartlen's Point on 
Oct. 1. News of four PHILADELPHIA VIREOS was received. A late 
spring bird was at Canada Hill on June 3 (DHY), and 2 were seen at 
Hartlen's Point Aug. 31 (PM,FLL). One was found in Dave and Joan 
Young's garage at Little Hbr., Shel Co., on Sept. 10 (perhaps it was 
planning to drive south). Though the RED-EYED VIREO was "plentiful 
as usual" (RDH) during the breeding season, no comments were 
received on its numbers during migration. Indeed, not a single 
August or September report was received, with 5 individuals noted 
during October. A straggler was sighted at Hartlen's Point on Nov. 
5 (BlM). 

Sherman Bleakney and Merritt Gibson reported a near absence of 
warblers in the Wolfville/Canning area in early September, and a few 
other comments in similar vein were received. On a positive note, 
several nice "waves" were reported from parts of the Valley during 
the period Sept. 9-18 (BLF,JWW,W&JM), and in other localities during 
late summer and fall as well. 

Three reports of single BLUE-WINGED WARBLER sightings were 
received, possibly of the same bird. All three were at Hartlen's 
Point--an adult male Sept. 6, one (unspecified) Sept. 10 and a male 
Sept. 24 (various obs.). TENNESSEE WARBLERS were common during the 
summer, with reports of as many as 30 in one day (those 
indefatigable atlassers!), but they slipped quietly away. A single 
bird arrived at Seal Is. on Aug. 19 (IAM), while solitary departures 
were noted on Sept. 10 at Hartlen's Point (BlM) and Oct. 23, near 
Cape Fourchu (HGH). Four November reports of at least 1 individual 
ORANGE-CROWNED WARBLERS were received from Halifax city: one on the 
5th, an imm. on the 12th and an adult on the 14th (FLL et al.). 
Ruth Hebb writes that there was no evidence that the NASHVILLE 
WARBLER nested in its usual Marriott's Cove, Lun. Co. haunts. Two 
were seen there by her in migrating flocks though, one each on Sept 
9 and 13. A straggler (imm.) was found in Halifax on Nov. 12 
(BED,BlM). RDH reported a successful breeding season for the 
NORTHERN PARULA in Marriott's Cove, and numerous sightings of l's 
and 2's through Sept. 16. Other Sept. sightings were 3 at Hartlen's 
Point on the 10th and 1 on Cape Sable Is. on the 17th. Two lingered 
at Barrington until Nov. 9 (SFS, BS), and the latest one was seen at 
Canning, Nov. 14-16 (JWW). 

A garden favourite, the YELLOW WARBLER had disappeared from its 
nesting areas well before the end of August. One had already 
reached Georges Bank by Aug. 18, when it was seen on the CSS Hudson 
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(RGBB), and IAM noted 2 arriving on Seal Is. the following day. The 
latest report was one on Cape Sable Is., Sept. 17. Fall reports of 
the CHESTNUT-SIDED WARBLER were hard to come by. The MAGNOLIA 
WARBLER was well reported during both summer and fall. Eight were 
seen moving through Hartlen's Point on Sept. 10. Reports of singles 
in coastal and island regions were regular until Oct. 15, when 2 
were noted on Brier Is. (BMa, ST). A very late straggler was listed 
in Halifax on Nov. 22 (fide RBD). The CAPE MAY WARBLER had begun to 
stir from its haunts in northern Nova Scotia by Mid-August. RDH saw 
a total of 5 migrating through Marriott's Cove from Aug. 12 to Sept. 
13. One was seen at Pubnico Point, Sug. 28 in a large wave of 
migrant warblers (RSD). During early September they were moving 
offshore, with 3 at Seal Is., Sept. 3, and 5 there the next day. 
One on Brier Is. Oct. 16, qualified as the latest. The lovely 
BLACK-THROATED BLUE WARBLER was not well documented, but 6 
individuals were seen from Sept. to Nov., the latest being Nov. 1-2 
on Cape Fourchu (HGH). 

The YELLOW-RUMPED WARBLER population certainly appears healthy, 
BlM championed their cause by sending word of 1400 individuals, 
including 1000 on Seal Is., Oct. 8. This number had dwindled to 150 
on Oct. 9 and 50 on Oct 10. BMa and ST found a Brier Is. peak of 
80~1, Oct. 16. Several large flocks were observed on the mainland. 
Doubtlessly a few will stay behind in the southwest and we hope the 
winter will be kind to them. No so widely reported was the 
BLACK-THROATED GREEN WARBLER, but at Marriotts' Cove, it was "much 
more plentiful than last year". Hopefully this was the case 
everywhere. The last one seen was on Brier Is., Oct. 14 (Cohrs and 
Purchases). BLACKBURNIAN WARBLERS did little to change their 
uncommon status during the breeding season, but were well reported 
from Cumb. Co (BlM). The migration went largely undetected, with 2 
birds at Hartlen's Point on Sept. 10, the last seen. 

Two reports were received of the rare YELLOW-THROATED WARBLER. 
Marian Zinck had a good view of one on May 30, with Northern Parulas 
near Scots Bay, the first spring bird of this species to be seen on 
the mainland. Also, one showed up at a feeder in Lr. W. Pubnico, 
Aug. 15-16 (DJD et al.). The PINE WARBLER has been challenging its 
rare status in recent autumns. This time a total of 20 fall 
sightings were reported, from Halifax to the southwestern islands 
and Georges Bank. 10 were listed by FLL in one day's birding in 
Halifax, Nov. 14--heis hopeful a few will remain for the CBC. 
Thirteen PRAIRIE WARBLERS were reported around southwestern N.S., 
beginning Aug. 7 at Pubnico Point (RSD) and ending with BlM's Oct. 1 
sighting at Hartlen's Point. 

It was a good fall for the PALM WARBLER. Though it was 
described as scarce in Marriott's Cove and the Yarmouth area, a 
large exodus was noted beginning around mid-September. Numbers 
peaked on Seal, Oct. 10 (50) and on Brier, Oct. 16 (also SO). The 
only mention of a western race bird was one in the metro area Nov. 
14 (FLL). Only three observers sent news of the BAY-BREASTED 
WARBLER -of l's and 2's mostly in Hfx., Shel. and Yar. Cos. 
Sparingly reported during summer, quite large numbers of BLACKPOLL 
WARBLER were observed during migration; there were 24 in the 
Prospect area, Sept. 24 and £.Q_ on Seal Is., Oct. 9. Two were banded 
by the Acadia Biology Dept. on Bon Portage Is., Oct. 27-30, our last 
report. An adult female CERULEAN WARBLER, publicized by the Rare 
Bird Alert, spent some time at Hartlen's Point (where else?), Sept. 
6-10 (FLL et al.). The BLACK-AND-WHITE WARBLER appears to have had 
another off year (last day, Oct. 7- Hartlen's Point). AMERICAN 
REDSTARTS didn't fare much better, but at least good breeding 
numbers of this species were reported by BlM, particularly in Cumb. 
Co. 
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The disappointing showing by some of our resident warblers was 
to some extent forgotten when a rarity such as the PROTHONOTARY 
WARBLER, banded and released on Bon Portage Is., by the Acadia 
group, Oct. 8-10, was encountered (fide) JWW). After July 9, there 
was not an inkling as to the whereabouts of the OVENBIRD. There 
were a few scattered reports of the secretive NORTHERN WATERTHRUSH 
during the breeding season. Migration was under way early, as one 
was picked up dead on CSS Hudson on Georges Bank, Aug. 18 (RGBB). 
Notes on 4 later and more fortunate individuals followed--2 on Seal 
Is., Sept. 4, 1 at w. Pubnico, Sept 17 (DDE) and the last one on 
Seal, Oct. 10. 

A CONNECTICUT WARBLER was flushed out of (you guessed it ) 
Hartlen's Point on Sept 10 by a number of observers, well described 
by RBS, who noticed in particular the complete eye ring. After a no 
show in our July issue, summer reports of the MOURNING WARBLER were 
received from Cumb. Co (! ! ) and in Blomidon Prov. Park (2) (BlM, JCT 
resp.). Migrating birds included 3 at Hartlen's Pont, Sept 10, and 
one on Seal Is., Oct. 9 (FLL), which was the last reported. 

The COMMON YELLOWTHROAT is holding its own, and good numbers 
were observed headed for warmer climes, including 15 at Hartlen's 
Point, Sept. 10, and 12 at the Pubnicos, Sept. 17. An evenly 
distributed migration extended through October. Eight were seen on 
Seal, Oct. 10, 9 on Brier, Oct. 16 and singles on Cape Fourchu and 
Bon Portage, late in the month (BlM), BMa, HGH, JWW et al.) The 
latest was a female at Armbrae Academy, Halifax on Nov. 10 (IAM). 

A male HOODED WARBLER stopped off at Hartlen's Point on Sept. 
23 (PM), one of only a handful of non-island records for this 
species. BlM found a number of WILSON'S WARBLERS throughout Cumb. 
Co., during the summer. All migrants observed, from Halifax to 
Yarmouth, were in September, except for one in Dartmouth, Nov. 13 
(JWT). The CANADA WARBLER showed itself only fleetingly. Singles 
at Portapique, Cumb. Co., Aug. 13 and at Whites Lake, Aug. 16 may 
have been migrants, and one on Seal Is., Aug. 19 (IAM) most 
assuredly so. Five YELLOW-BREASTED CHATS were reported from Sept. 
to Nov. in Halifax/Dartmouth, the southwestern islands and on Browns 
Bank. The Browns Bank bird on Sept. 22 (RSD) made a brief stop on a 
boat (presumably to chat). 

--KNK,ed. 
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TANAGERS TO DICKCISSEL 

Oddly, just a single SCARLET TANAGER was found during 
migration. That was a female or immature which was netted on Brier 
Is., Oct. 8-10 (Marian Zinck). The most significant occurance was a 
pair which was found nesting near Kentville. It has been suspected 
that these birds have been nesting in that area but this is the 
first confirmation in Nova Scotia. The nest, which eventually held 
four young, was discovered approximately 35 feet up in a white pine 
at the end of a branch (RBS,BLF et al.). Other reports were of a 
male & female in Carleton on June 21 (TD'E) and a male seen at 
Paradise on June 25 (GWT). 

NORTHERN CARDINALS were spotted four times. First in August at 
Marble Mountain, C.B. (Ann Chant). Others were males found on Brier 
Is. on Oct. 15 (BMT,ST) and a male and female at Lr. W. Pubnico on 
Oct. 29 (RSD). ROSE-BREASTED GROSBEAKS were recorded in most areas 
of Nova Scotia from May to Sept. During late May, several were 
noted in the Valley areas of Port Williams and Wolfville (JWW). 
Other spring and summer records came from Digby, Malagawatch and the 
Amherst and Tidnish areas (JM,LP,HH,DAC). During fall migration two 
immatures were found in Wolfville on Aug. 1 (RGT,BET), one at Salt 
Pond near Overton on Sept. 11 (HH~ a male at Green Bay on Sept. 17 
(Cohrs) and a female in Sydney during early Nov. ( HH). Just two 
records of BLUE GROSBEAK were submitted this season: one each for 
spring and fall. A male was found on Rockland, Yar. Co., May 25 
(DHY) and one was seen at Overton on Oct. 22 (HH). INDIGO BUNTINGS 
were rarely encountered this year with just six birds found during 
the fall exodus. Two were at Little Hbr., Shel. Co., Sept. 22 
(D&JY); one was seen at Hartlen's Pt. on Sept. 24 (FLL); a single 
bird was on Seal Is., Oct. (BM) and two birds, Oct. 15-16 on Brier 
IS. (BMT,ST). A single DICKCISSEL, a female, was found at Little 
Hbr., Sept. 23 (DHY). 

TOWHEE TO SNOW BUNTING 

RUFOUS-SIDED TOWHEES made a dramatic showing on Seal Is., Oct. 
10, when five were found there by Blake Maybank and party. There 
were no other sightings. TREE SPARROWS had just barely arrived to 
be included in this report. There was one report of a single bird 
at Merrit Gibson's feeder in Canning in early Nov. (fide JWW). 
CHIPPING SPARROWS were well documented breeding in many areas of the 
province. On Seal Is., fledged young with the parents were seen 
from Aug. 16-19 (IAM). Others were seen at Glace Bay and Cape 
Sable in Sept., and single records came from Brier Is.on Oct. 14 
(JP,JSC), and Cape Fourchu (HH). There were 8 at Lr. W. PUbnico on 
Oct. 30 and a large group of about 60 on Brier Is. on Oct. 15 
(BMT,ST), one remaining there until Nov. 12. 

There were four separate sightings of CLAY-COLOURED SPARROW. 
During the NSBS abbreviated field trip to Seal Is., a single bird 
was watched by all on Sept. 3 and 4. One was netted on Bon Portage 
Is., during Oct. 8-10 and at the same time one was located on Seal 
Is. (FLL). The last was on Brier Is., Oct. 15 (ST). 

FIELD SPARROWS eluded everyone except the Cohrs and Purchases 
this fall. A single bird was found during their excursion to Brier 
Is., Oct. 14. James Taylor and Fulton Lavender discovered VESPER 
SPARROWS breeding in an area near Oxford, Cumb. Co., during July. 
This is the second recent record of breeding in Nova Scotia. ~ 
SPARROWS were located five times this fall, all in the month of 
Sept. The first was at The Hawk on Sept. 2 (FLL); one each was on 
Seal Is. and Brier Is., Sept. 3 (NSBS,GF). There was one at 
Aylsford on Sept. 9 (FLL) and the last was of one at Little Hbr. on 
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Sept. 29-30 (DHY). SAVANNAH SPARROWS were well reported from 
virtually all areas. Larger late concentrations were found at 
Hartlen's Point, where about 40 were seen on Oct. 1; 30 were at 
Cherry Hill Beach, Oct. 2 and up to 20 were on Seal Is., Oct. 9-

SAVANNAH (IPSWICH) SPARROWS were found at Hartlen's Pt. on Oct. 
10, where 3 were found by the Cohrs and 2 were at Pubnico Pt on Oct. 
25 (RSD). 

SHARP-TAILED SPARROWS were heard singing at Port Williams and 
Grand Pr~ as well as along the Cornwallis River during May, June and 
July (JWW). A nest with four young was discovered on Seal Is. (IAM) 
and in the hay fields of Fort Lawrence there was a single pair 
breeding--only one quarter of the normal number (DAC). Other 
records were of one near Glace Bay on Sept. 17 (SM) and one found on 
Seal Is., Oct. 10, which was identified as of the A.C. ALTERA race 
(James Bay) by FLL. The largest mass was of 30 or more found at 
Cherry Hill Beach on July 30 (BlM). 

Fall records for FOX SPARROW fell short of normal with just a 
single occurence of one bird seen at Pubnico Pt., Yar. Co. (RSD). 
SONG SPARROWS were well reported from all areas. October 
populations which were notable were 20 at Hartlen's Pt., Oct.l 
and 30 at Seal Is. on Oct. 8. November's colder days reduced 
Hartlen's Pt. population to 8. LINCOLN'S SPARROWS were 
discovered breeding in many areas with a most welcome report of at 
least a dozen breeding in Cumb. and Guys. Cos. Blake Maybank had 4 
at Port Greville on June 25, and 5 at Glasgow Mountain on July 2. 
Other sightings came from Black River Lake from June 19-July 17 
(BLF); and a fall straggler was found at Green Bay on Sept. 17 
(Cohrs) 

SWAMP SPARROWS were regularly encountered in suitable habitat 
during the summer months. Larger migratory groups were seen during 
early October. There were 15 at Hartlen's Pt. on Oct. 7, up to 35 
on Seal Is. on Oct. 9 (BlM) and 20 were noted on Brier Is. on Oct. 
16 (BMT,SIT). WHITE-THROATED SPARROWS were found in numbers at w. 
Advocate, Port Greville, Cape d'Or, Parrsboro and Glasgow Mountain. 
During October, 30 were found at Bell's Is. and 20 at Lr. W. Pubnico 
on Oct. 30 (JKD). A large migrating group of 125 were encountered 
on Brier Is. on Oct. 16 (BMT,SIT). In early June a WHITE-CROWNED 
SPARROW was seen near Malagawatch, C.B. (JM), but the fall brought 
many sightings, primarily in the southern areas. On Sept. 16, an 
immature was found at Green Bay (Cohrs); two were at Pubnico Point 
on Oct. 23 (RSD) and 20 were seen at Brier Is. on Oct. 15 (BMT,SIT). 

DARK-EYED JUNCOS were commonly seen throughout the summer. The 
fall migration had varying observations of many in Paradise and Yar. 
Co. areas. A large flock of 100 were found on Brier Is. on Oct. 16 
(BMT,SIT). 

LAPLAND LONGSPURS were more obvious this fall beginning with 8 
seen at Hartlen's Point on Oct. l (BlM); 5 were on Brier Is. on Oct. 
15-17 (BMT,SIT) and 25 were spotted at Matthews Lake on Oct. 19 
(DHY). Other l's and 2's were found at Seal Is. and Cole Hbr. (BM). 
Two SNOW BUNTINGS arrived ahead of schedule at Chebucto Head on 
Sept. 30 (BED) and by late October just 2 sightings were made at 
Cook's Beach, Yar. Co., and Crescent Beach (HHH,Cohrs). The main 
force arrived during the first week of November, when about 100 were 
seen at Grand Pr~ (RBS); 60 were at Marien Bar (S.Cromwell) and 2 
large flocks of 100 each were seen at Cherry Hill on Nov. 12. 
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BOBOLINKS TO ORIOLES 

BOBOLINKS without a doubt had a poor year with reporters like 
Chris Hellei,ner and Ruth Hebb observing unprecedented declines in 
breeding populations at Caribou Is. and Marriott's Cove. Fall 
brought small isolated groups of 14-20 to Seal Is. during Sept. with 
the latest straggler seen on Sept. 17 at Cape Sable Is.(BlM). 
RED-WINGED BLACKBIRDS as usual showed their preference for the 
Valley region late in the season. The Timpas sighted 60 at Saxon 
Pond, Sheffield Mills on Oct. 10 and about 50 in South Maitland on 
Nov. 10. Other birds were found at Glace Bay on Oct. 5; 2 were 
watched at Dayton, Yar. Co., Oct. 10 (HH); 4 were visiting feeders 
in Dartmouth until Nov. 9 (JP) and 5 were found in Waverley on Nov. 
6 (L&PP). 

YELLOW-HEADED BLACKBIRDS were found on two occasions. The 
first, an imm. was seen at Cherry Hill on Aug. 21 (SJF,MC) and the 
other, also imm., was at The Hawk on Sept. 2 (DAM,FLL,PM). RUSTY 
BLACKBIRDS were fairly abundant during migration with the most 
outstanding record going to Ruth Hebb, who witnessed 200-300 at 
Marriott's Cove on Sept. 27. Besides that spectacular showing, a 
number of reports were noted of one or two until late October in 
widely separated areas of the province. 

Seemingly an autumn regular on the South Shore, BREWER'S 
BLACKBIRD was noted by Sylvia Fullerton and Barbara Hinds at ~road 
Cove on Sept. 5. COMMON GRACKLES began departing in numbers by 
mid-Aug. as noted by the Timpas in the area of Somerset, Kings Co. 
Straggling flocks were found at Paradise on Oct. 22 (J&WM) and on 
Oct. 29, at least 500 passed through at Waverley (L&PP). With just 
two reporters submitting sightings of BROWN-HEADED COWBIRDS, it 
would have been almost gratifying to think that this species numbers 
were down. It appears however, that they did rather well. Fall 
sightings included large flocks amassing at Port Howe, Cumb. Co., in 
Sept.(JWT) and at least 300 at Sheffield Mills on Oct. 2 (JWW). 

A single occurance of EASTERN MEADOWLARK was of a lone bird 
found at Cherry Hill Beach on Nov. 5 by Sylvia Fullerton. Hubert 
Hall, along with many others had ample time to study an imm. male 
ORCHARD ORIOLE on Brier Is., May 22-23. NORTHERN ORIOLES were 
commonly found this autumn with at least 13 seen at once at Hartlen's 
Point during Sept. Later occurences included 4 ins. Halifax on 
Nov. 8 (IAM) and on the same day one was found in the west end. 

/STOP THE PRE§_el 
A male CHAFFINCH was discovered by Dave Currie and confirmed by 

Bernice McLaren in the Fairview Cemetery on Nov. 19. This, the 
second Canadian record, has created a fair amount of excitment among 
local birders and a good number of birders from other parts of the 
continent as well. Unfortunately,it remains very unpredictable and 
has disappointed as many as have been rewarded. With the occurence 
of an exotic such as this, it must be considered at least, that this 
could be an escapee. However, the general feeling of those familiar 
with this Eurasian species is that its colouring and behavior 
suggest it is most likely a wild bird, hopelessly lost. 

FINCHES TO HOUSE SPARROW 

PINE GROSBEAKS are aenerally difficult to locate in summer and 
early fall. This reporting period they were virtually non-existent. 
Two were the most seen at once in Gavelton, Yar. Co. on July 18, and 
a single bird was heard calling near Black River Lake near 
Kentville, Sept. 17 (BLF,JWW). Few PURPLE FINCHES have entered the 
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province seeking out feeders. The first arrivals were found on Oct. 
9 at Bear River where Jean Timpa sighted a small flock. Two arrived 
at a feeder in Wolfville on Oct. 24 (Tufts) and a single male was at 
Paradise on Oct. 29 (JBM). 

With extremely good cone crops evident in all areas, it could 
easily be a banner year for winter finches. WHITE-WINGED CROSSBILLS 
were encountered in very large numbers in several locations. 
Although these birds were confirmed to be breeding by Jim Taylor 
from River John to Amherst, the movements became noticable in all 
areas by early Sept. The sightings were of increasing numbers 
through Oct. and on Nov. 12 Brian Dalzell and Blake Maybank found 300 
spread over a half mile at Martinique Beach. RED CROSSBILLS were 
also found to be breeding in Cumb. Co., during July (JWT). Autumn 
groups were found at Black River Lake on Sept. 17 (BLF,JWW et al.) 
and 32 were sighted at Green Bay on Nov. 1 (Cohrs). 

Apart from the very few REDPOLLS seen in January and February, 
there has yet to be any further 1988 records of this species. PINE 
SISKINS as well, have not been seen nor heard from since the large 
concentrations found earlier in the year. On July 25, there were 20 
at Acadia University and on June 28, the remnants of the massive 
spring invasion was of over 400 on the grounds of Uniacke House 
(JP,JSC). 

It seems AMERICAN GOLDFINCHES have increased in numbers and will 
continue to do so throughout the province. The South Shore and 
Valley areas have reported large numbers during Sept. and Oct .. 
Isolated flocks of 15-20 have been recorded thus far in areas 
farther to the north. All EVENING GROSBEAK sightings were for the 
summer months except one in Glace Bay during Nov. (A. Spencer). The 
abundant food crop and mild fall could be factors which will see the 
later than usual return of this species to the more populated areas. 

Yarmouth town continues to be the area of void for HOUSE 
SPARROWS. It is puzzling indeed why this species has virtually 
disappeared in places where they were once abundant. Other areas 
continue to show normal or slightly lower than usual populations. 

--DAC,ed. 
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We, the editors of Nova Scotia Birds are sad to report th~ 

death of our colleague Ross Anderson on August 16, 1988 in Ottawa. 

Before being posted to Ontario, Ross was a keen birder in Nova 

Scotia, participating in Breeding Bird Surveys, Christmas Counts and 

leading many of our Field Trips. For many years he and his wife 

Mary co-ordinated our Christmas Counts, as well as reporting the 

statistics in American Birds. 

He will be greatly missed by his many friends. 
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MAGDALEN ISLANDS BIRDING 

Hubert S. Hall 

On August 26 at 1425, we sailed quickly out of the choppy 
harbour at Souris, P.E.I., on the ninety car, 300 passenger, 
bow and stern loading car ferry, Lucy Maud Montgomery. 

It was a relief to get away from the terminal at Souris, as it 
was downwind of a fish reduction plant that was emitting very 
pungent smoke. There was a strong southeast wind blowing causing a 
choppy sea, and the ship to roll somewhat as it headed toward East 
Point, P.E.I., before heading northward to the Isles de la Madelene 
(Magdalen Islands ), sixty miles away, a five hour voyage for the 
ship. 

Shortly after departing Souris, we started seeing many Gannets 
in various states of plumage diving for fish. Two Bonaparte's Gulls 
were sighted along this part of Northumberland Strait. They are 
very common in this area during late summer. lifter rounding East 
Point, the ship swung northward, easing the wind across the decks, 
making it much more pleasant. However, we found that the bar lounge 
forward with large windows overlooking the bow and the water ahead, 
made a more comfortable lookout site. 

There were no pelagic birds sighted for some time. In fact, we 
were nearing Entree Island, the easternmost of the Isles de la 
Madelene before we saw anything other than gannets or gulls. On the 
port side the first land seen is Isle Harve Aubert, the southernmost 
island, higher than we expected and much more rugged looking. Next 
on the starboard side is Entree Island, the highest of the islands 
at 178 meters. The ship passes close to the western point of Entree 
Island to avoid a long sandbar which runs northeastward from Havre 
Aubert. 

Entree has a tall grassy peak with houses part way up the hill 
and cattle grazing right to the top. Sheer and very impressive 
cliffs made a very scenic view on the east side of the Entree, while 
sculptured sandstone cliffs on the west side added equally to the 
scenery. The only distractions were two piles of discarded car 
bodies pushed over the cliffs like ice dripping off a glacier. 

To describe our destination of Cap-aux-Meules as interesting, 
unique or picturesque, would not be adequate. It was something of 
each, plus charming, rugged and certainly distinctive. The main 
breakwater on the northwest side of the harbour was a quarter-mile 
long semicircle of cast concrete , double-ended, "T" shaped anchors. 

Our "chalet", which was pre-arranged through the tourist bureau 
at Cap-aux-Meules, was an unimpressive, rectangular shaped, white 
building in a field near the beach, directly across the bay from the 
ferry terminal. The interior made up for any lack of architectural 
beauty, as it was a completely furnished housekeeping unit with 
towels and bedding included. At thirty dollars per day, it was a 
bargain. 

The day of August 27 was started by reserving space on the Lucy 
Maud Mont.9_91!1§.EY for our return voyage on the 31st. The only 
reservations that can be made are for the return trip. We were 
placed number twelve on the list, but as it turned out, there was 
space to spare when sailing time, Wednesday morning arrived. 

Next, we contacted Pierre Fradette. He is the author/compiler 
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of the checklist "Birds of the Magdalen Islands", and welcomes 
callers. His telephone number is on the front of the checklist. He 
is a most interesting person, knowing every birding location on the 
islands, and what species are currently there. He outlined all 
these places on the map, available at the tourist bureau for two 
dollars. An hour spent with Pierre is a good investment in 
time, as he is a wealth of local knowledge and shares it very 
generously. 

Driving northward across the many kilometers of dunes, marshes 
and ponds, we were impressed by the lengths of clean, sandy beaches 
with hardly a car or person to be seen. Since the height of the 
tourist season ends after August 5, there were no crowds anywhere. 
There are a few clusters of "chalets" and tourist trailers along the 
dunes, but certainly lots of clear beaches left. Of course, in most 
areas there are tracks left by the ATV's which have left their scars 
across the dunes and marshes. 

There is a noticeable lack of litter and garbage throughout the 
islands. The fact that there are no MacDonald's or Kentucky Fried 
Chicken outlets probably contributes to the cleanliness. 

On the way across Dune du Nord, we saw five Pied-billed Grebes 
in a pond near the highway. Our next stop was at the marsh and 
ponds on the southernmost Baie de la Grosse Isle, where there were 
numerous Yellowlegs, both Lesser and Greater, Blue Herons, a 
Northern Harrier, Short-billed Dowitchers, some Semi-palmated 
Sandpipers, Song and Savannah Sparrows, Black-bellied Plovers and 
Semipalmated Sandpipers as well as terns. 

Farther along on Grosse Is!e were large numbers of 
Black-bellied Plovers and Red Knots, roosting in a grassy marsh. 
Old Harry on Grande Entree is a very scenic place with a variety of 
eroded sandstone formations overlool,ing a beautiful sandy beach, 
stretching several miles to the south. From the lookout point at 
Old Harry, we were fortunate to see several Black Guillemots in a 
variety of plumage from winter to summer. There were a few Common 
Eiders offshore and down over the dunes and beaches, many Bank 
Swallows were swooping down over us as we ate our lunch. Gannets 
and terns were diving constantly into the choppy seas, catching 
small, silvery fish. 

Driving back across the dunes a Merlin was perched on a 
fencepost watching for a likely victim. On the southern part of 
Dune du Sud, there is an experimental wind-powered generating 
station with a small windmill-type generator, and a very tall wind 
turbine with two elliptical blades. Neither machine was in use 
while we were there. 

In this area there was a flocl, of about a hundred Whimbrel, 
which feed on the abundance of berries growing on the dunes. They 
took off when frightened and were very vocal, making their loud 
whistles. Visible from this area is the prominent island, or large 
rock, called Shag Island. This is a vertical-sided, bare rock 
nesting area for cormorants. These birds could be seen lined up 
over the entire length of the rock with the red sandstone completely 
covered in the white droppings from its inhabitants. 

An opportune discovery on our way back to Cap-aux-Meules was a 
great fish market that provided us with a delicious array of clams, 
mussels and lobster for our supper. A stop at the bakery provided 
some wonderful bread, croissants and squares. 
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On August 28, after making several attempts to arrange a boat 
trip to either Brian Island or the better known Bird Rocks, we had 
to resign ourselves to the fact that no boats were going out during 
our stay. However, while at Grande Entree, we met a very sociable 
man from Montreal who was raised on the island. He showed us many 
of the more interesting points and gave us a good running commentary 
on local history and customs. Birds were more active this morning, 
and we saw several robins and warblers flitting across the roads. A 
Killdeer was seen on Grosse Isle, one of the very few seen on the 
islands. 

Stopping at the wildlife reserve for a walk through the stunted 
trees, we saw a female Crossbill and a Fox Sparrow. In a small pond 
just south of Pointe-aux-Loups were several Bonaparte's Gulls. 
Watching from its perch in a nearby tree was a Merlin, possibly the 
same one we saw earlier. 

Dune du Nord was an inviting place to stop for lunch and a dip 
to test the water. The beach was miles long, deserted and 
beautiful. The water was coolish, but not unpleasant--just about 
right for a warm, sunny day. At Dune du Sud, near 
Havre-aux-Maisons, we walked along the beach to explore a shipwreck 
embedded in the sand. 

Driving over the "Mountain Road" on Havre-aux-Maisons, we were 
treated to some wonderful scenes of high, grassed hills and cows 
grazing on the steep sides. Over the cliffs and out to the point 
past the lighthouse, on a very hazardous path, we watched a 
Black-legged Kittiwake. This was the only kittiwake seen, and it 
had its prominent black collar clearly visible The tide happened 
to be at just the right height to see a long, narrow, black-coloured 
rock, with a rounded top that looked exactly like a whale lying on 
the surface with the seas washing over it. 

At La Petite Baie on Havre-aux-Maisons, we found an excellent 
place to view terns and shorebirds. We saw a Lesser Golden Plover 
and several Red Knots among the many other birds on the beach. It 
seems that on every beach, pond or marsh there were more Ruddy 
Turnstones, Semipalmated Plovers and Black-bellied Plovers than one 
would think existed. 

Our final birding stops for the day were at the pond and beach 
at Fatima, back on Cap-aux-Meules. On the pond we saw Pied-billed 
Grebes, both adult and young, and Green-winged Teal. On the beach 
among people digging for clams, were large numbers of plovers, 
sandpipers and yellowlegs. Walking along the edge of the marsh, we 
scared up a Common Snipe and scurrying about between clumps of grass 
were some Least Sandpipers. They seemed to seek the sheltered 
grassy areas more than the Semipalmated Sandpipers. Dinner that 
evening at the P'tite Cafe on Havre-aux-Maisons, turned out to be an 
interesting and tasty occasion. It was probably the most popular 
and well patronized restaurant in the area, featuring seafood and 
local dishes. 

On August 29, we headed southward across the dunes and marshes 
to Havre Aubert, which had more lovely beaches with lagoons for 
wind-surfing and ponds with many ducks. At Martinique Beach we saw 
American Widgeon among the teal and other unidentified plain brown 
ducks. Duck hunting is big here later in the fall. Some blinds had 
already been set up for the season and one was identified by a sign 
painted inside as belonging to "Daniel Boudreau, Sept. 88". 

• 

I 
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A tour of the historic fishing village of La Grave (from the 
French', meaning pebbly and sandy terrain) was most interesting. The 
old fishermen's buildings and stores have been renovated and are 
used as cafes, gift shops and an aquarium of local fishes. On a 
hill overlooking La Grave, is the Musee de la Mer, housing a 
collection of marine artifacts depicting the nautical history of the 
islands. One artifact of special interest was the builder's 
nameplate of the S.S. Berwindlea, which was wrecked on Bird Rocks 
and described in Farley Mowatt's book, The Gray Seas Under. Dinner 
was secured at the fish store (poissoniere) at Cap-aux-Meules. Here 
we found scallops, shrimp and some very delicious squid waiting to 
be sauteed to as delectable a mixture of seafood as could be 
produced in any restaurant. 

After dinner we went back to the pond and beach at Fatima with 
Pierre for a survey of shorebirds. There were nearly a hundred 
Black-bellied Plovers and forty Red Knots, some still in fairly 
bright red plumage. While watching grebes in the pond, we were 
surprised and delighted to see two Short-eared Owls swooping down 
over the fields and perching on fenceposts. Pierre called these 
"marsh owls", which stumped us for a bit, until we realized their 
more familiar name. 

August 30 was a rainy morning, but life goes on as we headed 
back to Fatima for a last look at the pond. Near ther.e, in a wooded 
area, we came across a small flock of Robins, a Kingfisher, some 
Yellow Warblers and a White-throated Sparrow. Seeing nothing of 
interest in the pond we headed west for Etang du Nord and on to 
Route 199, towards Havre Aubert. 

We were on the lookout for examples of typical older homes and 
farm scenes. Of special interest on the island is the square 
structure called "la baraque", which is used for storing hay. The 
roof is raised by a rope and pulley at each corner, to accommodate 
more hay, and when it is full, the roof appears to rest on the hay 
itself. There is a pole at each corner of the twelve foot square 
structure which rises about ten feet from the sides of the walls, 

From Havre Aubert, we followed the coast around through the 
village of Bassin with its interesting scenery, homes, barns and 
baraques. At the lighthouse at Cap du Sud, we saw our only Great 
Cormorant drying its wings (in the rain) on the beach, The 
lighthouse was a cylindrical building with four guy wires to prevent 
its being blown over. It is very unusual to see guy wires on a 
lighthouse. 

Farther along the shore was the beach at Etang des Caps, 
another long, lovely beach. We walked among the ponds and dunes for 
half a mile or so and returned along the beach, Walking down at the 
tide level to take advantage of the harder sand, I had my boots 
filled by an errant wave. 

Next, we drove inland across the Chemin du Montagne (Mountain 
Road) back to Havre Aubert, where we lunched at a delightful cafe, 
the Cafe de la Grave, once an old general store, but renovated and 
serving excellent meals from a very interesting menu. My choice was 
"loup marin" (seal), Across the road on a sign by the aquarium, 
seal was spelled "phoque", the usual French translation. 

Leaving the Cafe, we drove back to Bassin, where we walked 
across the marsh to the inlet from the sea, where there was a large 
group of terns and shorebirds roosting. However, we could not get 
close enough to see them very well. It was interesting to be able 
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to walk across marshes that were not too soft for good walking. We 
noted this in other marshes of the islands as well. 

Back at Cap-aux-Meules, we stocked up for dinner at the 
poissoniere. A mackerel, some scallops and smoked salmon made a 
delicious variety for a barbeque on Dune du Sud. The route we 
picked to walk across the dunes to the beach was a bit unfortunate, 
as the walk turned out to be fairly long, with a lot of mosquitoes 
attacking along the way. This was the only area in which we 
experienced any mosquitoes. However, we had the company of the 
Whimbrel again. 

On the way out to Dune du Sud, we stayed to see our friend 
Pierre, who was watching terns at the marina on Havre-aux-Maisons. 
He tried in vain to point out Roseate Terns but there was no way we 
could tell them from the other terns. There was such a tiny 
difference between the species that we gave up on them. Peering 
sleepily across the water from the island was a beautiful adult 
Snowy Owl. A few of them stay on the islands all year, but no 
breeding couples have been observed. 

We drove around to Cap Rouge to see a pair of Caspian Terns, 
impressive as usual with their large size and bright red bills. We 
also saw a Brown-headed Cowbird, the only one, we hope, on the 
islands. During our stay on the beach that evening, a group of 
eight Common Loons swam past followed by two people on a 
four-wheeler. The loons were more pleasant. 

On August 31, we packed and sadly left our chalet by the beach 
to catch the eight o'clock sailing of the Lucy Maud. From the ferry 
we had excellent views of Havre-aux-Maisons, Cap-aux-Meules, Entree 
Island and Havre Aubert. There were a few birds around on the way 
through the islands: three White-winged Scoters, Black Guillemots, 
gannets and terns. 

Passing over the sandbar between Entree Island and the northern 
tip of Havre Aubert, where the long Dune du Sandy Hook runs out, an 
interesting event occurs. The ship's wake becomes much higher with 
waves, perhaps four feet or more high, created by the shallow water. 
By 10:30, we had all but lost sight of the islands and there 
remained only memories of an interesting trip to a most unusual 
locale. 
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BODIES STILL WANTED 

The bird collectiion at the Nova Scotia Museum has grown to 
over 1600 specimens, nearly double its size ten years ago. That 
total includes over 1050 study skins. This growth is almost 
entirely due to the response to my appeal in the July 1978 
newsletter, asking Bird Society members to bring in any dead birds 
they find, especially the common ones. At the time the collection 
lacked any House Sparrows or Rock Doves, and contained only one 
European Starling and just three American Robins. I am happy to 
report that the representation is much more balanced now, although 
there are still a few gaps (some species never fly into windows). 

We have nearly completed the vertebrate collection rehousing 
program and there is now considerable expansion room in the new bird 
cabinets. Since we no longer have anyone on staff to do mounts or 
study skins, we have to send them out, which costs money. Four 
years ago I began freeze-drying small birds and we now prepare all 
species smaller than a starling in that way. This saves both time 
and money and results in a specimen that is much more useful 
scientifically (it can be rehydrated at any time and its organs 
examined for parasites or tested for environmental contaminants). 

The point of all this is to let Bird Society members know that 
we still want any dead birds they may find, rare or common. We'll 
accept a rare species in any condition and salvage what we can from 
it, but the more common ones should be in reasonable shape, not 
badly mangled or smelly. The bird should be put in a plastic bag 
and frozen as soon as possible. Write down the place the bird was 
found, the date you found it, the cause of death (if known) and your 
name and put that paper in the bag with the bird. If you bring a 
specimen in when I'm not there, make sure the staff member who 
accepts it knows that it is a frozen bird, so that it will be put in 
the freezer immediately. 

Fred Scott 
Natural History Section 
Nova Scotia Museum 
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RAPTOR REHABILITATION PROGRAMME 

This is the newest facility at Mason's Point and is especially 
designed for the smaller raptors. It butts against the othe~ three 
holding units. 

The new sign at the Mason's Point facility 
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FIELD TRIP REPORTS 

~28-Hants_County_Field Trip 

Saturday May 28th dawned sunny and warm, a beautiful day for 
the Hants County Field Trip. Over 30 people from the southernmost 
county of Yarmouth, north to Pictou County, with birders from 
numerous points in between, gathered at the Mount Uniacke Railway 
Crossing in anticipation of a successful birding day. Although the 
count of 70 at the end of the day did not turn out to be the high of 
Hants County totals (83), nor was it the lowest (431 it was a good 
day's birding! 

The picnic area and the grounds of Uniacke House always 
prove to be productive beginnings to this field trip, with the 
flute-like songs of both the Hermit and Swainson's Thrushes 
welcoming us to their territories. The Parula seemed to be the most 
common warbler heard and seen, for at each stop, "There's another 
Farula", was voiced by someone in the group. 

Over the past number of years new homes and cleared lots for 
future homes have sprung up on some of the roads that have been a 
part of the Hants County Field Trip, so that it seemed to me to be 
necessary to •stake" out new territory. Fortunately, it was 
possible to link the new with the old so that our count still 
included the birds expected to be seen without backtracking the 
roads. However, the so-called progress of man, whether it be in the 
nesting areas of the north or the wintering grounds of the south, 
seems to be affecting the numbers of birds seen and heard. Seventy 
is an excellent total count for such a day's outing, but it was a 
struggle to include some birds and a few regulars are missing from 
the list. One area where many, many Bank Swallows always nested is 
no longer evident due to the destruction of the cliffs by bulldozers 
and trucks. In another area the water level was too high for the 
shorebirds usually seen, although a Willet remained perched on a 
fence post for the whole period of this stop. A pair of Canada 
Geese seen here is the first to be recorded on the Hants County 
Field Trip. 

All the hawks seen turned out to be Red-tails. 

Smiley's Park provided the usual restful lunch stop with the 
morning count totalling 64. The afternoon's stop at the Bars 
Campgrounds for ice cream gave us an excellent opportunity to see 
not one, but three Rose-breasted Grosbeaks in flight and perched. 

The Black-backed Three-toed Woodpecker was another first to be 
recorded on the Hants County trip, Thus, with the disappointment at 
not seeing some regulars, came the thrill of adding new species. 

Regretably, the flock of Red Crossbills, both male and female, 
seen feeding on spruce cones in my backyard in St. Croix a week 
later, could NOT be included in the total count! 

Margaret A. Clark 

June 12-President's_Field_Trip-Kentville 

It was Rhododendron Sunday, the lilacs were in full bloom, the 
bees and the hummingbirds were buzzing and it was a HOT, BALMY 
Valley day as 18 people assembled for this year's field trip in and 
around the Kentville area. The number of people and cars seemed 
just right and we headed off to a mature mixed wood just on the 
outskirts of Kentville. The leaves were pretty thick and it was 
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getting a little late in the year for much song but nevertheless, 
some birds were singing and with patient hunting, we could find 
several of the woodland residents. Some examples here included 
Canada Warbler, Black and White Warbler and Least Flycatcher. The 
Goshawk's nest that I had been "staking out" all spring was fairly 
easily located and we all had good looks at a downy chick peering 
over the edge, although this morning "Mom" must have been lurking in 
the background somewhere. We then easily located the male Scarlet 
Tanager that had been singing on territory for the last three weeks 
and everybody got excellent looks at this beautiful bird. It seemed 
to be still a frustrated male as it continued singing its heart out 
and there was no female in evidence. We heard but didn't see a 
Great-crested Flycatcher and we also looked at an empty Barred Owl's 
nest. 

We then drove to another area at the other end of Kentville 
where a path through alder bushes and open woods led down to the 
Cornwallis River. Here we were able to get very close looks at 
hummingbirds, Cedar Waxwings, Eastern Kingbirds, American Redstarts, 
etc., and compare both the sound and the sight of Alder and Least 
Flycatchers. Best of all, however, were yet more Scarlet Tanagers, 
this time a pair. I had seen a male in the area on and off all 
spring and Jim Taylor, on a visit the previous day, had seen the 
female as well. On this occasion, everybody got good looks at both 
birds but unfortunately we could not persuade either of them to show 
us a nest, carry food, produce babies or anything else that would 
finally prove breeding of this species in this province. 

We then went to a picnic park where we had lunch under the pine 
trees and watched Grackles and a Golden-crowned Kinglet. By this 
time, several of the party decided to leave to go back to Halifax, 
but those of us who stayed on went to a couple more areas including 
several ponds and another woodlot where we added Merlin, Kestrel and 
Northern Harrier as we drove along the road. The final stop was at 
the pond that has recently been taken over by Ducks Unlimited next 
to the new bridge across the Cornwallis River at New Minas. Here we 
saw Green-winged and Blue-winged Teal, two Shoveller, Mallard and 
Black Ducks with chicks, also a Sharp-tailed Sparrow sitting on a 
log. 

That marked the end of the official trip and the total number 
of species seen was 70. On the way home, a few people managed to 
track down a Cattle Egret that had been seen the previous day on the 
Wolfville dyke. 

In conclusion, this was a very enjoyable trip with good Valley 
weather and good Valley birds. One beginner even got 13 "lifers" 
for his list and everyone got great views of all the birds, 
especially the Tanagers. 

Richard B. Stern 

July 16_ -_ Wallace Area,_ Cumberland_ County 

This year the weather was fine and (unlike last year) there was 
little wind. About a dozen bird watchers from various parts of the 
province assembled on the Wallace wharf to see what they could see. 
There was a certain amount of excitement because Jim Taylor (who was 
not able to make the Field Trip) had been doing some heavy-duty 
atlassing in the area and had reported several interesting finds, 
including a family of Spotted Sandpipers in a marsh nearby and a 
nest of Black-backed Three-toed Woodpeckers close to a back road. 
So we wanted to see if we could keep up with Jim's energetic 
birding. 
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It didn't take long. We stopped by the marsh (Oyster Island, 
on the north end of the bridge across Wallace Harbour) where Jim had 
seen the Spotted Sandpipers, and sure enough, there they were. 
However, a sharp-eyed member of the group spotted a heron at extreme 
binocular range that seemed to have an unusual colour and stance. 
We got Gordon Tufts' magnificent telescope on it, and it turned out 
to be a Little Blue Heron in adult plumage. Much excitement. A few 
moments later we were watching a Bonaparte's Gull off North Wallace 
Point, when we spotted an unusually large and heavy-set tern--a 
Caspian Tern! We also saw two kinds of Dowitcher and an absurdly 
early Knot. All this, and a total of over 50 species, within the 
first hour! 

However, there were more. We walked into the Ducks Unlimited 
marsh at the head of Wallace Bay, where we heard Soras and were 
treated to a magnificent show by an American Bittern, who made 
double sure that everyone got a good chance to see him close-up. 
The embankment built by Ducks Unlimited makes a superb walkway into 
the very centre of a large and productive marsh full of marsh 
inhabitants (including a male Wood Duck), shore birds and the little 
woodland birds that like to nest close to open water. In addition, 
there were Ospreys hunting the river estuary and Bald Eagles 
patrolling in the background. 

We lunched in the Rivendell orchard, watching the antics of the 
newest member of the Rivendell Eagle family (who flew for the first 
time only a couple of days earlier) and the warblers and hedge-row 
birds. Then we drove to Hunter Road to see if we could find Jim 
Taylor's Black-backed Tree-toed Woodpeckers. Alas, they had left 
their nest and were nowhere to be seen. However, we did finish on 
an upbeat, seeing both White-winged and Red Crossbills in great 
numbers. The Red Crossbills were feeding young, a welcome addition 
for the Atlas. 

Wallace seems to provide an unusually rich habitat, which may 
explain the grand total of 84 species we saw (counting a Ruffed 
Grouse that had been unlucky with an automobile). That didn't count 
the Great Crested Flycatcher that has been a regular inhabitant of 
Rivendell orchard (yes, THAT BIRD is back again, but this one seems 
to be a lot better behaved than the last--and had better stay that 
way!) We did count the BBTT Woodpecker, though, because Audrey 
Tyler saw one near Tatamagouche on her way over. Also, next morning 
(Sunday!), I was awakened at an ungodly hour by an excited Jim 
Taylor (he never sleeps), who had seen a Laughing Gull in Wallace 
Harbour and another heron that could have been an off-coloured 
Little Blue or a Tricoloured, but was too far away for positive 
identification. Gordon, we need your telescope again! 

In summary, field trips are for the birders! 

R.G.S. Bidwell 

July 27 _-__ Crescent_ Beach_ and_ Cherry_ Hi 11_ Beach 

July 27 was almost the only July day when there was NO rain, 
thunder, high winds or other peculiar meteorological phenomena. 
Thirty birders, including visitors form Iowa and Massachusetts, 
arrived at Crescent Beach for a Shorebird Show. The morning hours 
were spent wandering up and down the beach while the falling tide 
attracted the birds to feed on the sand flats. Short-billed 
Dowitchers were abundant, Willets were still around and Semipalmated 
Plover and Sandpipers had arrived together with some Leasts and ONE 
Ruddy Turnstone. 
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At the "top end" were warblers, Boreal Chickadees and in the 
grasses at the edge of the flats, Sharp-tailed Sparrows sang and 
alighted long enough to be viewed through the scopes. 

After a leisurely lunch at Rissers Beach Park, the party set 
off for Cherry Hill Beach, stopping along the way to add a few "pond 
species" to the day's tally. Cherry Hill proved to be well 
worthwhile, with a pair of Snowy Egrets, hundreds of "peeps" and 
four Hudsonian Godwit, which flew overhead in fine formation before 
coming in to feed. The godwits were early for here and still in 
their red breeding plumage. 

On the way back down the sandy side of the beach, no fewer than 
ELEVEN Piping Plover were encountered, one group of four (2 adult, 2 
imm.) and one of SEVEN (3 ad, 4 imm.). 

Good birds,good company, good weather--what more could one ask? 

J. Shirley Cohrs . 

.!DLl-Yy_ - _Englishtown_ area.f_ C. B. 

The Cape Breton birders struck it lucky on our July field day. 
In this very juicy summer, no rain fell, at least not on us on July 
30th. 

Before we even joined the others, George Griffin and I had a 
little search of our own. George had found a flock of curlew the 
day before, and we pushed our way through waist-high, soaking wet 
fern in hopes that they would still be in the field where he had 
seen them. I know, I know; they are Whimbrels now--but why are 
they? Think of their lovely, wild, sweet call •pellew, pellew"! 
Ah, well. .. We didn't see them, so they won't get on this day's list. 

When we had all assembled, we were happy to have four new 
people to add to our numbers. We also had a former, and very 
valuable observer and reporter, home for a visit, and most welcome. 

We followed the shoreline with snaky, Double-crested 
Cormorants, loons, gulls and terns appearing and disappearing in the 
warm fog. The first gull we saw was a newly fledged Herring Gull, 
not long airborne. 

Edwardsville is always an interesting place to stop, with 
plenty going on in the ponds and among the trees. There was one 
lagoon full of Black Ducks--very entertaining. They were near 
enough for us to see them very well, but not so near as to be 
disturbed by our presence. 

Kingfishers were diving and splashing, Song Sparrows singing, 
Grackles in a noisy flock, Am. Goldfinch and Purple Finch among the 
spruce branches. Terns were there too, doing a most surprising 
thing--they were perching on the power line, somethng we had never 
seen before. Perhaps others have seen them doing this. 

Our luncheon stop yielded a few species around the picnic 
tables, then we went down the Englishtown road, past the ferry and 
on to Black Rock, a new place to most of the people. Here, I had 
hoped for kinglets and perhaps Boreal Chickadees in the proper sort 
of forest, having seen them there at other times. 

By now it was the sleepy time of day for the birds and very hot, 
so not m1.,1c!, 1,as stirring. 
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We did discover what I consider a really rare bird. At least 
it is rare in Cape Breton now, though twenty-five years ago they 
passed by the tens of thousands in migration in late August. I 
refer to the C. Nighthawk. Does anyone know what caused them to 
crash? Are they now scarce everywhere? 

As we parted to go our separate ways, one of the visitors 
expressed disappointment at not seeing an eagle. Really, we were in 
the thick of eagle country; they just were not "at home", and I 
could only hope they'd encounter some later in the day. One can 
hardly avoid eagles hereabouts. 

As we made our own way home, I mentioned to my companions that 
it's odd not to see an eagle. "Look!", said George Griffin. There 
he was, the ugliest eagle I ever I saw, but an eagle nonetheless. 
It was a yearling male, I'd say, and pretty tame. We watched him 
from close by as long as we liked. It was foggy and very hot; he 
seemed drowsy. He was all mottled, sort of a tweed effect to his 
plumage, with white feathers scattered among the dark body plumes 
and too young to have the white head or tail, but the golden claws 
were all eagle. 

It was a good field day, lovely country, nice companions! 

Sara MacLean 

August 13-Yarmouth County Shorebird Trip 

Our day began as so many others in the Yarmouth area did in the 
summer of 1988, warm and foggy. Our eternally optimistic leader, 
Eric Ruff, expressed the opinion that the fog would clear; he was 
partly right. 

Our first stop was the Melbourne Sanctuary, where fog severely 
restricted visibility at first, but after a while it shifted enough 
for us to see the sun as well as our first shorebirds--Black-bellied 
Plovers, Semipalmated and Least Sandpipers, a Willet and 
Short-billed Dowitchers. Also present were a Northern Harrier, a 
Great Blue Heron, a Common Tern, a Double-crested Cormorant or two, 
and some gulls. 

Moving on to Pinkney's Point marsh, one of our two best birds 
of the day was spotted--an Hudsonian Godwit. On the other side of 
the road, incongruously flitting about the huge boulders that form a 
barrier between the road and the surf, was a young warbler. After 
considerable deliberation and much flipping back and forth in field 
guides, the co-operative little fellow was identified ~s a Prairie 
Warbler--our other "best bird of the day". 

At nearby Cook's Beach, we were treated to the sight of pebbly, 
rocky beach being transformed upon closer examination, into 
thousands of shorebirds, mainly Semipalmated Sandpipers and 
Semipalmated Plovers. We estimated about fourthousand birds were 
present, including four Ruddy Turnstones and a Killdeer. 

After a late lunch outside, in the SUN, in town, we plunged 
back into shorebird territory at Sunday Point and Sand Beach. The 
only shorebird added to our list there was the Lesser Yellowlegs. 
Since the fog closed in, we took a quick trip down to Chebogue Point 
on the off chance of finding some migrating swallows, and did indeed 
see numerous Tree Swallows walking about on the road. 
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From Chebogue Point, our group of 16 dispersed to their 
respective homes--from Liverpool all the way to Bridgetown. Despite 
the fluctuating fog, we had a respectable total of 32 species for 
the day, of which 11 were shorebirds. 

--B.G.Ruff 

August_ 27 - __ Fullers_ Bridge.1_ C.B. 

In August, the Cape Breton birders look forward to what is 
perhaps the most rewarding field trip of the whole season. That is 
the day we follow our leader, Eldon Meikle to Fullers' Bridge. 
Where is Fullers Bridge?--away out beyond Gabarus on the southern 
coast. What sort of place is it, you ask? It is an inlet running 
in, one of the very few unpolluted mud flats left anywhere. At low 
ti.de the flats are exposed and people dig clams. When the tide is 
high, there is a good-sized sheet of water, probably forty acres. 
It is quite shallow I think, and furnished with flounders and eels, 
probably other fish as well, but these are the trophies the eagles 
carry off. All sorts of shore birds gather, from Semipalmatecl 
Sandpipers to Great Blue Heron, to enjoy this rich, peaceful place. 

When we left home on August 27the, it was pretty foggy. Oh 
well, it will burn off later. We assembled at Marion Bridge, where 
we usually do a bit of hunting before moving on, but there didn't 
seem to be a thing moving in the fog, not even a robin or waxwing in 
the abundant mountain ash fruit. Out we went to the blueberry 
pasture, where the curlews, invisible overhead, were crying and 
calling. Here and there a Kestrel perched hunci1ed up on trees and 
wires. This is a place they u. ·1ially get good hunting, but even the 
Kestrels couldn't see very far. 

Gabarus was misty. So much so that someone almost counted a 
buoy made of two javex jugs as a couple of gulls. There are nice 
lakes and swamps along the way, all sorts of them. We did see a 
Harlequin Duck; one doesn't often get such a treat, but most of the 
shorelines were invisible and the grass is high at this time of the 
year. One would be half-drowned getting through it. Oh well, when 
we get to Fullers Bridge, it will clear. 

At Fullers Bridge, we greeted the resident pair of eagles once 
more. Even at this late date they were in their nest. We saw no 
sign of young ones, who should be flying by now, so the parent 
eagles were probably just sitting around. They do that, and really 
inhabit the nest most of the year. 
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We saw the yellowlegs, doing their imitation of a 
phalarope--swimming and spinning around. I had never seen them at 
this myself, but someone tried to persuade me just recently that 
there was a phalarope among the yellowlegs. Now we know. 

Sad to say, after all the fog, mist, gloom, hopes for better 
things at Fullers Bridge, we finally had to admit it was raining, 
anct pretty steadily too. Nobody cares too much for rain--the 
spectacles get all streaked, the field glasses are steamed up, the 
telescopes have raindrops on the lens. One spends all the time 
wiping and drying and pretty soon all the kleenex is wet, but the 
rain keeps on and on--sc tantalizing, when just over THERr;, out of 
sight, there may be anytthing, just anything, concealed. Just one 
of our number had a set of oilskins in the car and he was left 
behind to wade through the burnet and spirea down to the distant 
shore to find new treasures. 

The remainder of us returned home, glad of each other's 
company, happy with the birds we were able to see, saddened that 
Eldon Meikle told us this was his swan song; he doesn't think he 
will be able to lead us again. 

Next year, everlastingly optimistic, the visibility will be 
good, we'll see twenty-five kinds of shorebirds, and who knows what 
other surprises? 

Sara MacI.ean 

September_ 17_ -_Louisbourg 

September 17 was the final field day for the Cape Bretoners in 
1988. That was the day we spent at Louisbourg. But oh, my foes, 
and ah, my friends, that day made up over and over for all the field 
days of the whole summer. 

Don't be mistaken--nc multitudes of the Heavenly Host, or at 
least, no more than usual, fluttered their plumage before us. 
However, Louisbourg, when it is in the mood, is the most absolutely 
perfect spot. The sky is so blue, the surf, and there is always 
surf no matter how calm the day, so dazzlingly white. These vast 
spaces of sea and sky spread out around us, no one could help being 
the better for enjoying life and light and friends in such 
surroundings. 

Let's face it, most of this summer's field days weren't very 
good. We had rain and fog and mist and the group got split up once. 
We didn't see the things we had hoped for and didn't get to the 
places we had aimed at. In spite of reminiscing about it in the 
most optimistic light and being thankful for what we had, we really 
needed this treat to give us a good ending to the season. 

We began by going through the New Boston Road. Across this 
area is a great place for hawks; there seems to be some sort of air 
current through the valley that they like. That ls where we once 
watched two Rough -legged Hawks playing high in the sky with a 
stick. They tossed it from one to the other, dropped it, swooped 
down and clutched it, flew up again and dropped it for the other one 
to snatch. Not that day though; we missed them. However, since 
then I've watched ravens turning and tumbling in that place, 
enjoying the air stream. 

In the cove at Haveuside, we were able to enjoy shorebirds 
almost at our feet; plovers, sandpipers, turnstones, and a flock of 
Black Duck were in the pond. Up at the lighthouse, there were only 
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cormorants and only Double-crested Cormorants at that, the snaky 
things, but a memorable place to be. In that area is a nice little 
picnic park, so we turned in there and had our lunch and a meeting 
~o decide where to go next year. At this time we exchanged 
experiences and commented on what seemed to be a scarcity of 
swallows on our home ground, and where were all the warblers? 

over at the fish plant, we had samples of every kind of 
gull--well, not EVERY kind, but all the kinds and all the ages and 
states of colour available at this time of year. There some 
shorebirds there too. 

Coming home, a very immature eagle crossed our bows, and the 
last thing we saw was one single little Sharp-tailed Sparrow, 
oblivious of the world, happily fluttering and splashing all alone 
in a big puddle of water beside the road. 

Sara MacLean 

September 23 - Youth Field !fil>.,_Crescent_~~.e.f'Q 

Thirty students from Park View Education Centre (Bridgewater) 
accompanied by their teacher, Ray Fielding, arrived at Crescent 
Beach at 9:30 a.m. on a fine , sunny,fall morning. They were met by 
leaders David Currie, John and Shirley Cohrs, Joyce and Don Purchase 
and Bill Caudle. Divided into groups, the students were introduced 
to shorebirds, which were plentiful as the tide receded and close 
enough to be seen well, 

After three hours up and down the beach, with several species 
of birds seen, the students repaired to MacLeod's Canteen at Green 
Bay, where a hamburger and fries lunch was ready. Students, teacher 
and leaders all agreed that the trip was productive, informative and 
good fun as well, 

J, Shirley Cohrs 
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September 25 - Grand Pre Shorebirds 

I used my "leader's prerogative" and changed our objective for 
this beautiful sunny day to "ponds and brown ducks". This decision 
was based on the previous day's sc~uting, which showed very few 
shorebirds to be "had" at Grand Pre. 

Therefore, the forty people got in their sixteen cars and 
caravanned to Canning, where we began at Harris' Pond (our local 
version of the city's Sullivan's Pond). There we set up 'scopes' and 
took our time in examining the basking painted turtles and birds: 
lots of Black Ducks and Green-winged teal, a few Mallards plus 
Mallard/Black hybrids, 2 Blue-winged Teal, 6 American Wigeons, 45 
Greater Yellowlegs (one wading up to its belly in the water), 10 
Snipe, a Killdeer, a Kingfisher, a Ring-billed Gull, Goldfinches, 
etc. 

The mouth of the Habitant River, southeast of Cann.ing, produced 
a few Double-crested Cormorants, Great Blue Herons, and a few more 
ducks. The tide was spectacularly high at this time of the fall 
Harvest Moon. Porter's Point showed lots of distant dark ducks on 
the water; most were Black Ducks. 

Canard Poultry Pond held 6 Lesser Yellowlegs, a Snipe, a Least 
Sandpiper, 2 Pintails, shallowly diving Black Ducks and Green-winged 
Teal (normal behaviour in this pond), plus Ravens and ~odles of 
gulls as usual. 

The next pond was by Blueberry Acres (Sheffield Mills). There 
we saw 9 more Wigeons and other ducks, and in the cattails was a 
roost holding lots of Red-winged Blackbirds. 

Our final stop on this tour was at New Minas, at the new 
riverside pond created by Ducks Unlimited when the new bridge was 
built. Everyone had a fairly good view of 4 juvenile Pied-billed 
Grebes (presumably a brood? from where?). 

Later I found out we had missed a Willet a few other shorebirds 
and some Pipits at Grand Pr~, and we also missed 6 Wood Ducks at the 
Blueberry Acres pond. 

Jim Wolford 

October_30 -_Eastern_Shore 

... sunny and, for the most part, warm. Nine birders and a 
Brittany Spaniel left the shopping centre at Porter's Lake and drove 
slowly along the shore road at Chezzetcook to see some lingering 
waterfowl and shorebirds. We saw one Dowitcher but it didn't linger 
quite long enough for us to identify it. We moved on to Chezzetcook 
Beach where the cold wind made us bundle up but there were good 
numbers of shorebirds, ducks,alcids,and geese to be seen. Then we 
went on to Martinique Beach for the highlight of the day; our lunch 
and the park rest rooms. We drove back via Three Fathom Harbour, 
where we spotted the best bird of the day, a lone Ruddy Duck. All 
in all we saw fifty species and had a great time. 

Bob Dickie 
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FORTHCOMING FIELD TRIPS 

AFTER HEARING A NUMBER OF COMMENTS RE
GARDING THE PRE-REGISTRATION FOR FIELD 
TRIPS, IT SEEMS NECESSARY TO EXPLAIN 
FURTHER WHY THIS HAS TO BE DONE, OUR 
LEADERS INEVITABLY FEEL RESPONSIBLE 
FOR THE COMFORT AND PRODUCTIVITY 
DURING THE TRIPS. HOWEVER, WITH 
MANY PEOPLE AND CARS TO MANAGE, ONE 
LEADER IS NOT ALWAYS SUFFICIENT FOR 
A SUCCESSFUL TRIP. WE CERTAINLY DO 
NOT WANT TO LIMIT PARTICIPATION BUT 
ON THE CONTRARY, HAVE MORE, RECRUITING 
AN EXTRA LEADER OR TWO AS THE NEED 
ARISES. IN ORDER TO JUDGE HOW MANY 
LEADERS WOULD BE REQUIRED WE NEED TO 

KNOW THE NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS. THUS, WE ARE ASKING THAT YOU 
CALL THE LEADER OF THE TRIP AHEAD OF TIME SO THAT HE/SHE IS ABLE TO 
MAKE THE TRIP AS ENJOYABLE AS POSSIBLE. WE ARE LOOKING FORWARD TO 
MEETING MANY MORE OF YOU IN 1989 AND HOPE THAT THIS WILL RESULT IN 
GREATER SATISFACTION FOR ALL. 

Saturday 
Feb. 25 

Saturday 
March 25 

Sunday 
April 2 

Saturday 
April 29 

Sunday 
May 7 

Wednesday 
17 

Saturday 
May 20 

Wednesday 
May 24 

SEWER STROLL II--Leader: Bill Caudle (465-3977). This 
trip will begin at Herring Cove from where we will work 
our way into the city; then around Bedford Basin and 
make several stops in Dartmouth, before ending at 
Hartlen's Point. Meet at 0830 hrs. in the Spryfield 
Town Centre parking lot (Zeller's). 

GLACE BAY SANCTUARY--Leader: Sara MacLean (849-5362). 
Lingering-winter birds. Meet at Dearn's Corner at 
0800 hrs. 

EASTERN SHORE/MARTINIQUE J3~~fJ:!--Leader: Bob Dickie 
(443-0993). Late winter birds, waterfowl and possibly 
Piping Plover. Meet at the shopping centre parking lot 
at the corner of hwy #7 and the new hwy# 107, at 
0830 hours. The trip finishes by mid afternoon. 

TWO RIVERS PARK, C.B.--Leader: Bertha Hopkins (562-0405) 
Early spring arrivals. Meet at Marion Bridge at 0800 
hours. 

AMHERST POINT BIRD SANCTUARY--Leader: Alan Smith, CWS, 
Sackville, N~B:-(506-536-3025 or (H) 506-536-0164). 
Meet at the APES parking lot at 0930 hours (take exit 3 
from TCH at the Wandlyn Inn and proceed a few km. 
towards Nappan; the entranc~ is on the left). Bring a 
lunch and wear appropriate footwear for wet conditions. 
Enjoy a day of observing waterfowl, shorebirds and 
early rdgrants. 

HALIFAX COUNTY WARBLER WALK--Leader: Fred Dobson 
(852-3042). · Meet in the parking lot at the junction 
of Prospect Road (Rt. 333) and the St. Margaret's 
Bay Rd, at 0600 Hours. 2-2.5 hours in duration. 

WARBLER WALi< FOR THE NOVICE--Leader: Clarence Stevens 
(835-0098). Meet at the ~~trance parking lot at Shubie 
Park in Dartmouth at 0630 hours. Duration-2-3 hours. 

EARLY MORNING WARBLER WALK--Leader: Dave Currie 
(876-8745). Meet at the Hammond's Plains and Kearny 



Saturday 
May 27 

Saturday 
May 26 

Saturday 
May 27 

Sunday 
May 28 
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Lake Roads intersection at 0600 hours. Duration 2-3 
hours. Comfortable but not necessarily waterproof 
footwear recommended. 

WARBLER WALK (Cape Breton)--Leader: Joy Gates, Glace 
Baz Meet at the Sand Lake intersection at 
0800 hours. This encompasses the Sand Lake, Homeville 
areas. 

PARADISE/BRIDGETOWN (Anna. Co.)--Leaders: Bill and Jean 
Morse (584-3417). Meet at the Morse residence at 0800 
hours. Travelling west on Rt. 201 (road south of the 
river between Bridgetown and Paradise), their house is 
the first within the stone wall on the right (about 1.5 
km east of the golf course). You should see ducks, 
marsh birds and warblers. Bring lunches and fly repel
lent. 

ANNUAL HANTS COUNTY DAY--Leader: Marg. Clark(443-3993) 
Meet at the railway crossing in Mt. Uniacke at 0800 hrs. 
Observe abundant birdlife in a variety of habitats. This 
is a trip with many stops and extends well into the 
afternoon, so bring a lunch. 

SHUBENACADIE AREA--Leader: Roslyn MacPhee (758-3265). 
Meet in front of the Scott's Restaurant in Shubenacadie 
at 0600 hrs. Bring a lunch. 

Any suggestions or questions regarding field trips can be 
directed to Dave Currie, 53 Silvermaple Dr., R.R. 1, Armdale, N.S. 
B3L 4Jl or Phone 876-8745. 
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SANCTUARY AND SCHOLARSHIP TRUST FUND 

This is the sign erected last May at Green Bay, Lunenburg Co., 
overlooking our sanctuary , Indian Island. The sign is in three 
colours, pointing out the position of the island in the bay, and 
depicting all the birds which nest there or use the island for 
shelter in winter. 

Shown securing the sign to the wall of McLeod's Canteen are 
Jack McIntosh, co-owner of the restaurant and John Cohrs of NSBS 

The directors of the f d · h 
contributed. To show un w:s .to thanl, those Who have recently 

our appreciation, we would like to publish 
list of donors (names only). Should any of you wish to remain a 
anonymous, please let us know before the end of February. Your 
names would then not be included. 
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HORNSWAGGLED 

Summer spent at a seaside cottage with time divided between 
birding, reading and swimming! What heaven! Days spent walking the 
beaches or strolling up woods roads with binoculars in hand and a 
gourmet picnic lunch in the knapsack ... or perhaps lying on the beach 
or in a hammock, catching up with the winter's backlog of 
reading ... from the more erudite tomes (early in the day when the 
mind is sharp, or at least its sharpest) to the latest paperback 
who-done-its (during the doldrums of the afternoons) ... in between, 
dips in the ocean, a bit of beachcombing and the preparation of 
tasty little summer repasts.It's paradise indeed! 

Then, one year, the cottage reaches such a state of old age and 
imminent collapse that nothing can be done save complete demolition 
and rebuilding. A new place requires work--lots of it, from the 
initial unpacking and moving in, to drywalling, framing in, 
varnishing, painting, waxing, organizing, EVEN--heaven 
forfend--SEWING! 

The first thing to go is reading, completely out the window. 
The only reading done is the anxious perusal of paint tin lables as 
to time between coats or instructions as to how to reconstitute 
Scandanavian furniture with a single screwdriver! In April, this 
can be tolerated but as May progresses, the BIRDS become active. 
While head down varethaning a baseboard, a song is heard. Is it 
just a funny Song Sparrow or is it "somet_!:lj,!_19_el§~"? Having once 
sallied forth with brush in hand and binoculars in the other and 
"wasted" an hour chasing an illusive warbler, the lesson was learned 
that a completely gummed up varnish brush is ruined forever. 

So, the work goes on with mental pictures of echelons of Blue 
Grosbeaks, myriads of gnatcatchers, sprinklings of House Finches 
passing overhead--and heaven knows WHAT in the salt marsh. Birding 
friends drop in from time to time to admire the work and assure one 
that there is "not much around", but you KNOW they are lying! 
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While measuring windows and fitting curtains, the term 
"hornswaggled" comes to mind just as a warbler, mighty like a Hooded, 
flits by the window. When work moves outside, there isn't much 
improvement. One cannot, without dire consequences, drop one end of 
a deck support to grab for binoculars and check on the? in yonder 
tree. 

The shorebirds return and their calls are heard floating on the 
air in the intervals between bouts of hammering deck planks. Laying 
sod is quieter, but the exhaustion factor takes over here, for after 
a day of this activity, a Great Auk might alight on the rocks 
fifty-five feet away, but the effort would be too great. 

Corne September, most of the work is done--and spring and summer 
are done too. However, there is yet hope--the Fall Migration is 
upon us. I swear that there will be no more work THIS year--no 
construction, painting, gardening, nothing--just birding from now 
on. 

But NO, TWO loads of wood arrive, one of hardwood in four foot 
lengths to be rolled heavily to its storage beneath the deck and 
one of mill-end softwood to be wheelbarrowed endlessly to its own 
resting place. 

Oh well, that was the year, I guess! 

J. Shirley Cohrs 

Illustrated by Bob Dickie 

-ya fJLANNIN<i A T'RlfJ? 

We have a list oF bird clubs and societies in 
ery Canadian province and territory, every State 

in the United States, the Bahamas, Belize, Bermuda 
Costa Rica, the Dominican Republic, Guatemala, Jamaica 

Mexico, Panama, St.Pierre & Miquelon, Trinadad and Tobago. 
IF you are planning a trip to any oF these places 

let us know and we'll send you the club's name and address, 
contact persons, best birding spots and any other inFormat
ion we have, 

WRITE TO .• BOB DICKIE, 43 DEEPWOOD CRES, HALIFAX, N.S,B3M 2Y5 
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NOVA SCOTIA'S SECOND BLACK-CHINNED HUMMINGBIRD 

A well-documented, single-observer sight record of an adult 
male Black-chinned Hummingbird, especially unexpected in late May, 
is reported in Tufts' Birds of Nova Scotia. It is the only record 
for eastern Canada of this western species that barely reaches 
southern B.C. as a breeder. However, like other western migrants, 
it may turn up in the east in late fall; there are recent reports 
from Massachusetts and New York, and the bird is probably more 
regular than the Ruby-throated in the southeastern United States in 
winter. So, I have been waiting for years for one to turn up at my 
sugar-water feeder, which I keep stocked through late fall. Females 
of the Black-chinned are rated as difficult to distinguish from 
those of Ruby-throated. In fact, field guides imply that it cannot 
be done. Just such an "impossible" bird turned up at my feeder in 
Halifax between Nov. 16 and 23. 

Ironically, I was away when it arrived, but Bernice thought 
that it might be a Black-chinned and when Fulton Lavender phoned, he 
became intrigued by her description of the bird. He alerted Peter 
MacLeod, who came to check it out early next day. I arrived home in 
late morning to find Peter strongly in favour of Black-chinned, and 
I agreed. This conclusion was strengthened after I examined skins 
in the National Museum and published information on this nominally 
difficult identification problem. (Very useful are the articles of 
G.D. Jackson, 1987, in North America Bird Bander, vol. 12, no. 4, pp 
151-166.) Briefly, this is what we and many others were able to see 
at close ranges through the kitchen window, and what is known about 
discriminating females of the species. 

The bird is clearly an Archilochus; greyish white below, with 
little or no hint of buffy, unlike the Ruby-throated female, and 
with no rufous anywhere. Most thought it somewhat larger than any 
Ruby-throated they had seen, and its bill was outstandingly long and 
decurved. Measurements from photographs of the bird on the feeder 
confirm this; I estimated the culmen length at about 22 mm, which is 
exceptional even for the longer-billed Black-chinned female (extreme 
range 19-22 mm vs. 15-19 for Ruby-throated). Its throat was lightly 
streaked (said to be generally less so in the Ruby-throated), and 
there seemed to be a greyish band across the upper chest, as in some 
Black-chinned females. The forehead was definitely greyish brown as 
in the Black-chinned, not greenish as in the Ruby-throated female. 
The back colour was a source of much interest. It was definitely 
not the bright green, typical of Ruby-throated Hummingbirds, but 
rather greyish or bluish green, some thought aquamarine. This 
appears to give rise to references to this species as being "darker" 
or "duller" green; for example by Jackson (above ref.), whose 
published photo of a male Black-chinned shows a back colour similar 
to that of our bird. I think "duller" is more accurate; if 
anything, the back may have been paler than that of a Ruby-throated. 
This colour difference between females of the two species is 
referred to in a recently available video on hummingbirds 
(Hummingbirds Up Close, Nature Science Network, Inc., 108 High St., 
Carrboro, NC 27310), and is evident in some painted illustrations of 
the species (e.g., by Alan Brooks in the old National Geographic 
Society's The B22!S_.2!_Birds), but is not noted in standard field 
guides. The bluish or greyish tone was only evident on some skins 
of Black-chinned females in the museum, and the whole question needs 
more research; but most who saw it thought the colour was unlike 
that of any Ruby-throated they had seen. Fulton thought he saw the 
diagnostically bread and decurved outer primary, and this is evident 
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on some photos. A behavioural feature, said to be typical of this 
species (Jackson, ref. above), and shown on the above-mentioned 
video tape, was the persistent wagging of the greatly depressed tail 
when hovering, and often in slow flight as well. This was certainly 
much more obvious than in our familiar Ruby-throated. 

Efforts were made to trap the bird, under license, for 
overwintering in a greenhouse. Alas, after some disturbing nearby 
construction work and two nights below -5 C, the bird failed to 
appear after Nov. 23. There is very little chance that it 
emigrated; if it did, it would probably make a next landfall in 
Newfoundland or heaven knows where. 

--IAM 

WEDDING 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
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MINAS BASIN BECOMES A HEMISPHERIC SHOREBIRD RESERVE 

On August 10, 1988, in glorious sunshine and to a backdrop of 
clouds of shorebirds wheeling against the high tide reflect_j..rlg the 
blue sky, a ceremony was held at Evangeline Beach, Grand Pre. The 
area was dedicated as a Western Hemisphere Shorebird Reserve. 

Of the 49 shorebird species that breed in North America, the 
majority are highly migratory and many make a round trip of more 
than 25,000 kms every year between the Arctic and South America. 
Many species breed on the Arctic tundra and their breeding sites are 
widely scattered over thousands of square miles of countryside, 
sometimes hilly, sometimes lakeshore, sometimes bog and sometimes in 
treed areas, depending on the species. In these northern climes, 
the breeding season is short and many species have to get their 
courtship, nest building, egg laying, brooding and hatching done 
between the melting of the tundra snows in early and mid June and 
the coming of the first fall and winter storms from August onwards. 
Shorebirds have low reproductive rates, their clutch sizes are small 
and there is usually intense predation on nests by avian raptors, 
arctic foxes, etc. Nevertheless, survival among adult shorebirds 
tends to be high--between 70 and 95% per year; and ~s a result, 
populations are even more sensitive than many bird families to 
pressures on their migration and wintering grounds. 

After breeding, many species funnel into small areas, both for 
migration and wintering. The breeding, migration and wintering 
areas are separated by enormous ecological barriers such as the 
Atlantic Ocean, the southwestern desert, etc. Therefore, many 
species have to travel great distances nonstop in order to get from 
areas where they breed or feed on migration to their wintering 
grounds and vice versa. For example, birds flying nonstop from the 
eastern seaboard of Canada to parts of northern South America (e.g., 
Semipalmated Sandpipers flying from Nova Scotia to Suriname) cover a 
4,000 km nonstop journey in 40 to 60 hours, depending on the 
weather. Most of their energy reserves are depleted during this 
flight and it is crucial, therefore, for the bird's survival to 
stock up on energy prior to these long hops. 

The mudflats of the Bay of Fundy have long been known as a 
stopover area for shorebirds on migration, particularly Semipalmated 
Sandpipers. Biological interest in this region has been spurred on 
within the last few years by talk of harnessing the world's highest 
tides here for tidal power and the fact that much more is now known 
about the shorebirds and their energy dynamics in this area in the fall. 

The two main areas in the Bay of Fundy of great importance to 
migrating shorebirds are Shepody Bay (and in particular Mary's 
Point) at the mouth of the Peticodiac River on the northwest side of 
the Bay of Fundy and Minas Basin (in particular Evangeline Beach) 
on the south side of the bay. Maximum numbers of shore birds are 
reached at the end of July and the beginning of August, with 
hundreds of thousands in the Mary's Point area and somewhat less 
than 100,000 in most case, on the Grand Pr~ side. 

Numerically, the most important species in both these areas is 
the Semipalmated Sandpiper, and it is estimated that at least 75% of 
the world population of this species alights on the shores of the 
Bay of Fundy to stock up on energy at some time during its fall 
migration. 

The sandpipers start arriving in mid July and individual birds 
spend some two to three weeks on the mudflats, where they eat vast 
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quantities of a fat, rich, tiny crustacean called Corophium 
Volutator, which is less than an inch long and occurs in huge 
numbers, many thousands per square yard. At low tide the birds are 
spread out all over the mudflats eating and when the tide comes in 
they tend to concentrate in large flocks and roost high up on 
the beach or fly inland to roost in nearby fields. During this 
feeding period, the birds sometimes more than double their weight by 
constantly taking in fat from the crustaceans. 

It is at this time that most birders come to observe the 
magnificent wheeling flocks of shorebirds that fly in huge 
undulating clouds, constantly changing shape and direction, 
exposing their colour as well as their upper and under sides to the 
prevailing light. It is also at this time that raptors such as 
Merlins and Peregrine Falcons are frequently seen chasing the shore
birds. 

Clearly, these and other similar small but highly specific sites 
are of crucial importance in the natural history and therefore the 
survival of many shorebird species. It would not take much imagin
ation to think of some event that could alter the natural history of 
the mudflats of the Bay of Fundy which would cause the decimation 
of at least one major shorebird species in terms of its world 
population. 

In 1984, the World Wildlife Fund--U.S. Branch-and the Academy 
of Natural Sciences, together with the New Jersey division of fish, 
game and wildlife, jointly declared the lower estuary of the 
Delaware Bay (a similar major staging area for many shorebird 
species, particularly Red Knot in the spring) to be a reserve for 
shorebird conservation. In 1985, other organizations including the 
federal state and provincial game agencies of Canada, the United 
States and Mexico, joined forces to build on this beginning and to 
identify and designate lands under their control that are important 
sites for shorebird conservation. This group has now become 
consolidated as the Western Hemisphere Shorebird Reserve Network 
(WHSRN). This organization has identified over 90 sites in the 
Western Hemisphere that are important for shorebird conservation, 
either in their breeding, migration or wintering grounds. A 
"hemispheric site" harbours more than 250,000 birds or at least 30% 
of the flyaway population of a given species. Each country, 
province or state manages designated sites as they see fit. They 
are all committed, however, to manage, preserve and protect the 
sites of shorebird populations. So far, four key sites have been so 
designated. They are: 1, Delaware Bay, New Jersey, an important 
spring staging area dedicated in 1985; 2. 48,000 hectares of 
coastline in Suriname, South America, dedicated in 1987, and 
representing the major wintering site for the species; 3. Shepody 
Bay, New Brunswick, dedicated in 1987; 4, the most recent--our own 
Minas Basin, dedicated in August, 1988. Another site that it is 
hoped will join the network in Canada is the west coast of James 
Bay. Other hoped-for sites include the Copper River Delta in Alaska 
(a staging area for nearly all the Western Sandpipers and Dunlins on 
the Pacific coast) and areas in Tierra del Fuego in Chile which are 
of vital importance for wintering Red Knot and Hudsonian Godwit. 

Therefore, this type of organization represents a truly 
international collaboration in order to protect and conserve birds. 
Would not be wonderful if similar international efforts could be 
made to protect our Warblers, Fly-catchers and Swallows? 

Nova Scotians should be grateful that a major site in the 
province has been thus recognized as of international importance and 
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long may we be able to visit Minas Basin and other areas in the 
province in order to experience these fantastic creatures on their 
way from the wild northlands borne by (and sometimes against!) the 
wind on their transcontinental and transoceanic journeys. 

Richard Stern 
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SEAL ISLAND--A NOVICE EYE VIEW 

Joan Czapalay 

After nineteen years of living in Shelburne County, I have 
finally made it to Seal Island! A tropical storm was forecast for 
the weekend I planned to come, and it was Wednesday, August 10th 
before I finally arrived here at the East Side with the July 1987 
edition of Nova Scotia Birds in hand. Thanl( you Eric Mills, but you 
roust be a sprinter to bird "the entire island" in a day or less! 
Perhaps I have been slowed down by the fog; it is so thick at times 
I find the outbuilding only by walking downhill toward the sound of 
the surf, and keeping the fog horn on my right ear. 

Wednesday's highlights were the great number of boreal 
chickadees on the lighthouse road and the incredible number of 
mushrooms; edible bolete, delicious lactarius, and sheep-chomped 
chanterelles enchanced my supper. I have identified twelve species 
(of mushrooms, that is) and made spore prints of eight others. They 
are easier to see than birds when the fog is so thick! 

Thursday brought visitors to the island and with Beulah Thomas 
Burman and Richard Crowell as my guides, I had a walking tour to the 
Burnt, the West Side and the Light. Since both of my friends were 
natives of Seal Island, having lived here as children, the walk was 
spiced with history and thick with fog. 

At the grave clearing on the West Side, we came upon a fine 
family of Ring-necked Phesants, cock, hen and two large chicks. 
Doug Symonds of Newellton (who brought me on the island) had 
introduced two cocks and five hens to Seal this spring and this is 
the second brood for the hen. We also found a hen pheasant on a 
nest of five eggs behind the light. 

When we were at the Burnt, the cry of a Greater Yellowlegs 
caught our ear. The bird landed on a rock beside a Lesser 
Yellowlegs--an excellent view of both birds. (On two previous 
occasions in August, I had seen the two species together when 
birding with Charlie Allen and Phyllis Dobson in Yarmouth County.) 

Plants occupied some of the foggy spells; there were ladies 
tresses on the West Side, just beginning to bloom and blooming 
monk's hood along most of the roads. A witchhazel tree was found in 
the woods on the path between the lighthouse and Mary Nickerson's 
garden. However, nettles and thistles are the most prevalent 
plants. This is not the place for tea roses! 

On Friday, Beulah Burman and I walked around the northern part 
of the island. We heard a whale singing in the fog off Race Point 
and saw some grey seals and many gulls. Our favourite sighting of 
this trip was in a five minute spell of sunshine; we watched an 
adult and a fledgling Red-breasted Nuthatch working over a tree. 

Sorry, Ian and Eric, we couldn't find any birds at North Home, 
but there was a rabbit nearby. (Everything counts in a period of 
sighting poverty.) 

The bird which gave me the most trouble, and you experienced 
birders know about warblers from this time of year on, was the 
Blackpoll. It is not black and white any more!!! Because the 
Common Yellowthroat and the very plentiful Yellow-rumps were still 
in breeding plumage, I didn't think at first to look at the fall 
warblers for my "mystery" birds: yellowish throat, lightly streaked 
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sides, noticeable wing bars, white spots on tail feathers 
underneath, but not like Magnolias. (I have both Peterson and 
Robbins et al. Field Guides with me and see that fall warblers need 
a lot more work.) 

What I didn't see clearly is worth a mention--the falcon which 
darted in and out of the fog near the church, the "white heron" 
which has been seen in Bog Pond most of the summer, and (this is 
good news) not a single starling! 

I have identified only thirty-six species for my four fog-bound 
days, but have found lots of peace and quiet on a beautiful, rugged 
island. Now how can I manage to get here on the next birding 
weekend so I can tag along with the experts and increase my list? 

P.S. Barrington Passage, N.S. 

The return trip was notable for a failed engine and a Bittern. 
The ocean is not friendly when your boat stalls one and one half 
hours from Seal and a half hour from Cape Sable Island in thick, 
thick fog. The Coast Guard came to our rescue and we were towed to 
West Head wharf. While there, Rodney Nickerson, a fisherman, 
arrived back from Georges Bank with a strange bird. He said it 
landed exhausted on his boat. He put it in a bucket, gave it wet 
bread and brought it to shore to see if anyone knew what it was. 
When I recognized it as a Bittern, the smallest one I have ever 
seen, Rodney gave it to me to release. I brought the little 
hitch-hiker home and took it to a nearby marsh where there are lots 
of frogs and minnows. Steve, my husband, took the Bittern's picture 
and when freed it flew in a nice circle and landed in reeds near the 
waters edge. We wish it well. 

This might have been presented as a 
"mystery bird". It is a female Prairie 
Warbler, perhaps given away by its 
strong flank stripes. One of a good 
number of "southern" warblers this fall, 
this one was found in the tiny "forest" 
on Cape Sable on Sept. 17.--Ian McLaren. 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 

(directed to President Richard Stern} 

Dear Mr. Stern: 

I am writing in regard to the birding trivia quiz that was 
found on page 47 of the July issue of Nova Scotia Birds. I noticed 
the tenth question asked the provincial bird of Nova Scotia. As 
everyone now knows, "there isn't one~''. I am rather shocked that 
Nova Scotia has no official provincial bird. I would only hope 
that other members also would write in to the Society expressing 
their concerns too. I believe that in a province with a Bird Society, 
there should definitely be a provincial bird, just like there is a 
provincial flag or flower. 

Sincerely, 
Kevin Faulkner 
Head of Jeddore 

(the President's answer to Mr. Faulkner} 

Dear Mr. Faulkner: 

Thank you for your letter expressing ahock that there isn't a 
provincial bird of Nova Scotia. I entirely agree with you that 
there should be. The Nova Scotia Bird Society has been trying to 
persuade the provincial government to declare one for at least the 
last ten years. We have a file that is so thick that it could almost 
occupy my entire office and it is full of correspondence from the 
Department of Lands and Forests, Department of the Environment, 
Department of Tourism, etc., etc. We have made various suggestions 
as to the provincial bird. These were passed from one governmental 
department to another and nothing was accepted. At one point, 
approximately seven or eight years ago, we conducted a poll among 
the Bird Society but again could not get anything to be accepted by 
the government. 

If you have any way of persuading the provincial government that 
there should be a provincial bird and getting them to actually accept 
something and make it official, I would be most delighted to know 
the secret! 

The Editor, Nova Scotia Birds: 

Yours sincerely, 
Richard B. Stern, 
President, N.S. Bird Society 

On November ]9, I received a phone call from a lady who 
identified herself as a resident of Fergusson's Cove and who told me 
of an incident of the previous night. 

''I was asleep !n bed when I was suddenly awakened by a noise 
behind the house. It was 2:30 a.m. I grabbed my flashlight and 
went out back. I spotted what looked like a large hawk that was 
tearing pieces of flesh off my pet rabbit. The thing was larger 
than a crow and looked like it had a broken wing. It seemed to be 
lying on its side. As I watched it, it let out a blood-curdling 
scream. This so unnerved me that I dropped the flashlight and 
ran back to the house and got into bed. 
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Apparently, the next morning she went to retrieve her flashlight 
and her dead pet but found, strangely enough, that the rabbit was 
still alive, though badly mauled and in shock. Good news, however-
the bunny survived after the vet performed a one hundred dollar 
medical miracle and is now re·cuperating at home. 

Later on that morning the family cat, apparently intending 
revenge, entered the forbidden territory only to return in a hurry 
with one of its ears torn off. This undoubtedly necessitated a 
second expensive trip to the vet. This second attack took place in 
full daylight. 

Feathers found at the scent are described as "tawny" in colour 
with gray and some white and appeared to be downy. The lady is not 
a birder but looked in a bird book and concluded that the culprit 
might be a "Broad-winged Hawk". What do you think? What do your 
readers think? 

Personally, I think if she has any pets left she should keep 
them inside. 

Bob Dickie 

Reader, what do you think?--Ed. 

Th~'.: young Northern Goshawl, has just left its nest 
ia Keqtville, and is clearly ready to take on the 
worldi Photo Richard Stern, July 1988. 
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1988 
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 

Nova Scotia Bird Society 

The 1988 A.G.M. of the Nova Scotia Bird Society was held on 
October 27, 1988 at 8:10 p.m., in the auditorium of the Nova Scotia 
Museum, Halifax, Nova Scotia. The President, Dr. Richard Stern, 
chaired the meeting and 57 members attended. 

Copies of the 1987 minutes, published in the January issue of 
Nova Scotia Birds, were distributed at the meeting. It was moved by 
Richard Stern and seconded by Ian McLaren that the minutes be 
accepted as distributed. Carried. 

Business Arising from the Minutes: None 

Financial Report 

Don MacNeil tabled his report for 1988. The grant from the 
Nova Scotia Museum for this year has not been received as yet. 
Under a Federal Government Grant Programme, we were eligible for the 
recovery of some of our costs. The sum of $500.00 was received. 
Our subscription to Canadian Nature Federation is for two years and 
both years were paid in this fiscal year. Receipts for 1988 
totalled $11,374.08. Disbursements were $10,923.04. Our bank 
balance increased from $5,499.06 to $5,950.10. It was moved by Don 
MacNeil and seconded by Bernice Moores that the report be accepted 
as tabled. Carried. 

Membership Report 

Joyce Purchase presented the membership report indicating the 
following statistics at September 30, 1988: 

1988 1989 ,!_990 .1.291 ,!_992 ,!_993 

Single 459 40 5 1 1 1 
Family 225 25 6 1 
Instit. 16 1 1 
Life 12 12 12 12 12 12 

Total individuals represented by the 1988 memberships is 1218. 

It was moved by Joyce Purchase and seconded by Blake Maybank that 
the report be accepted as presented. Carried 

Shirley Cohrs presented the report of the Sanctuary and 
Scholarship Trust Fund. (see attached report). Shirley Cohrs moved 
and Ken Gregoire seconded the adoption of the report. Carried, 

Nominating Committee 

Bob Dickie reported that James Morrow, Honourary Auditor, and 
Leonard Kitz, Honorary Solicitor, had agreed to serve for another 
year. The following slate of officers for 1988-89 were presented: 

President 
Vice President 
Past President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Membership Secretary 
Editor 

Richard Stern 
Sandra Myers 
Bob Dickie 
Phyl Bryson 
Don MacNeil 
Joyce Purchase 
Shirley Cohrs 

No further nominations being received from the floor, 
the above were declared elected. 
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Nominations for Directors were called for and the following 
nominations were received: 

Nominee 
Carin Somers 
Ken Gregoire 
Norma Gregg 

Mover 
JoycePurchase 
Elizabeth Stern 
Carin Somers 

Nominations from the floor: 

Blake Maybank Jim Taylor 

The following Directors were elected: 
Carin Somers 
Ken Gregoire 
Blake Maybank 

Seconder 
Don Purchase 
John Cohrs 
Don Purchase 

Fulton Lavender 

Bob Dickie moved the slate of officers, seconded by Ken Gregoire. 
Carried. 

Shirley Cohrs presented the financial report of the Scholarship 
and Trust Fund for David Currie. Shirley Cohrs moved the adoption 
of the report and it was seconded by Fulton Lavender. Carried. 

The President's Report and the Puffin of the Year Award, which 
this year has been awarded to the late Ross Anderson, appears else 
where in this issue. 

New Busin~~§ 

Richard proposed a vote of thanks to Bernice Moores, Elizabeth 
Townsend and Phylis Bryson for the arrangements. Also to Millie 
Lawrence for refreshments at monthly meetings. 

Richard Stern reported that he had been investigating the cost 
of a telephone for Rare Bird Alert and other birding information. 
The telephone company would classify it as a business phone. Start
up cost is $44.00 with a monthly cost of $36.00. Answering 
machine would cost between $50.00 and $100.00. Of course, one 
person would have to take responsibility to keep the tape 
up-to-date. Half of the 57 members who were present indicated by a 
show of hands that they would use the service. Fewer people 
responded when asked if they would be willing to pay more to cover 
the cost. The question will be brought to the next executive 
meeting. 

Don Purchase asked the executive to reconsider the question of 
restricting the number of people on field trips. 

Shirley Cohrs commented that the trips are of most value to 
beginners and therefore it is very difficult for the leader to do a 
good job if the numbers are too great. 

John Cohrs suggested more people should double up in the cars 
as it is hard to keep long caravans together. 

Jim Taylor thought it might be helpful to have walkie-talkies. 

Blake Maybank wondered if two leaders would make it easier. 

Richard Stern replied that walkie-talkies had been considered 
by the executive but were found not to be practical. They would 
have to be picked up and delivered etc. to and from leaders all over 
the province. Also, there is cost and maintenance involved. It is 
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very difficult to get leaders and some have said they will not do it 
again if'the numbers of participants are too great. 

There being no further business, it was moved by Richard Stern 
and seconded by Don MacNeil that the meeting be adjourned. 

Respectfully submitted, 
Phylis Bryson 
Secretary 

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE SANCTUARY AND SCHOLARSHIP 
TRUST FUND 

Since the last Annual General Meeting, we have been very busy. 
One of our projects was to begin to erect signs on some of our 
properties. we all learned a lot about the technicalities of 
various types of weather and vandal proof signs and finally erected 
the first one in June at Green Bay, overlooking Indian Island. 

In February, we underwrote the presence of veterinarian Jack 
Cameron at a clinic on the care and handling of injured wild birds 
at the University of Guelph. Dr. Cameron, who is one of our Raptor 
Rehabilitation Programme veterinarians, reported to us that it had 
been informative and worthwhile. 

Further to the Raptor programme, more birds were treated by 
Drs. Cameron and McKay and cared for at the Mason's Point 
Rehabilitation Centre by Mike and Elaine Kew and their boys. The 
Kews have recently finished a new facility specifically for the 
housing of the smaller raptors. A sign reading "Raptor 
Rehabilitation Programme, Nova Scotia Bird Society•, has been erected 
at Mason's Point. 

The April issue of Nova Scotia Bird~ devoted half its space to 
the SST Fund. It attempted to explain what we were all about and to 
describe the properties we own. Included were donation envelopes 
as a fund-raising project (with a follow-up reminder in the July 
issue). This yielded $1720.00, really very disappointing when you 
consider our membership of nearly one thousand persons. It is 
unli!ely that we can acquire property or_continue to_suEE~-
w~rthwhile projects without greater_support from our_membershi.P.! 

We donated $4000 to the Nature Conservancy of Canada to help 
with the purchase of 1200 acres of Brier Island. 

We started an annual award in bird photography for members of 
the Photographic Guild. A delightful Puffin carving has been 
acquired as a trophy. The photographs are to become the property of 
the Bird Society, and one of our committee is a member of the jury. 
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The Kanigsburg Youth Field Trip in September was a success. 
This year the school involved was Park View Education Centre near 
Bridgewater. Thirty students were taken by six leaders up and down 
Crescent Beach and shown shorebirds, gulls, ducks, etc. Lunch 
followed at McLeod's Canteen, Green Bay. I wish to thank the 
teacher, Mr. Ray Fielding,and the leaders, Don and Joyce Purchase, 
Dave Currie, John Cohrs and Bill Caudle for the time and effort on 
the day and John Cohrs for visiting the school a few days beforehand 
to give a slide presentation and talk about what the students might 
expect to see. None of this would have been possible without a 
further donation to this particular fund by Mrs. Elizabeth 
Kanigsburg. 

Our last endeavour of the year was attendance at the founding 
meeting of the Atlantic Canada Tern Working Group in October. John 
Cohrs went as our representative and members of natural history 
societies of all four Atlantic provinces were in attendance, 
together with representatives from provincial governments, c.w.s. 
and Parks Canada. The principal terms of reference were accepted as 
"the preservation and enhancement of tern populations•. 

I feel that we have put in an active year in 1988 and would 
like to thank the members of the committee: Secretary Don Purchase 
Treasurer Dave Currie and Directors Bob Dickie, Milton Gregg and 
Peter Payzant,for thcirattendance at meetings, their willingness to 
work and for putting up with me as chairman. 

Respectfully submitted 
J Shirley Cohrs 
Chairman SSTF 

A female Northern Oriole investigates her nest in 
Kentville, July 1988. Can you see her above and 
left of the nest? Photo Richard Stern 
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~OVA SCOTIA BIRD SOCIETY 
(Incorporated 1957) 

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
For the year ended September 30, 1988 

(With comparative figures for the 11 months ended September 30, 1987) 

STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS" 
============------=--------------------
Receipts 

Membet-shi p dues 
Sale of publications, etc. 
Nova Scotia Museum grant 
Federal government grant 
Interest - savings account 

- G. l.C. 
Donations 
Mailing list cost recovery 
Miscellaneous 

Total Receipts 

Disbursements 
"Nova Scotia Birds" and Fall Flyer 
Editor's expenses 
Field trip coordinator's expenses 
Printing and stationery 
Postage 
Typing 
Monthly meeting expenses 
A.G.M. e>:penses 
Guaranteed investment certificate 
Subscriptions 
Bank charges 
Advertisement in "Mayflower-" 
Computer repairs 
Miscellaneous 

Total Disbursements 

Excess of receipts over disbursements 
Opening bank balance 

Closing bank balance 

BALANCE SHEET 

Assets 
Electric typewriter (cost $296.45) 
Steel filing cabinet (cost $99.96) 
Steel filing cabinet (cost $98.99) 
Computer and printer (cost $1,572.77) 
Guaranteed investment certifi~ate 
Bank balance 

Total assets and members' equity 

1988 

$8,811.50 
1,465.75 

500.00 
294.60 
101.25 
27 .. 20 
50.00 

123 .. 78 

11,374.08 

7,468.66 
382.11 

51.83 
1,400.62 

421.04 
100.00 
35.66 

225 .. 29 
459.69 
95.37 
72.32 

56.65 
153.80 

10,923.04 

451.04 
5,499.06 

$5,950.10 

$1.00 
1.00 

16.00 
539.00 

3,424 .. 34 
5,950.10 

$9,931.44 

1987 

$9,496.89 
1,567.62 
2,000.00 

128.64 
101.21 
79.00 
40.00 
20.02 

13,433 .. 38 

7,292.53 
284.53 
105.02 

2,552.26 
490.80 

51.94 
250.07 
240.00 

42.80 
55.89 

231.84 

50.50 

11,648.18 

1,785.20 
3,713.86 

$5,499.06 

$1.00 
1.00 

23.00 
770.00 

2,964.65 
5,499.06 

$9,258.71 



STATEMENT OF MEMBERS' EQUITY 
============================ 

Opening balance 
Excess of receipts over disbursements 
G.I.C. purchases 
Less: depreciation 

Closing balance _ __ _ 

$9,258.71 
451.04 
459.69 

(238.00) 

$9.931.44 

$7,571.95 
1,785.20 

240.00 
(338.44) 

$9,258.71 
========== ============ 

R. &tam D. l'lac:Neill Muoi~•~ and found correct 
according to the. book• 
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED SEPTEMBER 30, 1988. 

(With comparitive figures for the 12 months ended Oct. 31, 19871 

STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS 

Receipts 

Cc,ntr i but ions 
G. I .C. Intnrest 
Bank Interest 
Kanigsberg Funr.l 
Cash in of G.I.C. 
Port Jc,li D.O.H. 

Total Receipts 

Disbursements 

Bank charges 
Taxes 
Raptor rehab. project 
Piping plover project 
Bird atlas project 
Donation for Briar Is. 
Purchase of G.I.C. 
Indian Island sign 
File cabinet purchase 
Trophy (Photo Guild) 
Misc:el lelnEWUS 

Total Disbursements 

Excess of receipts over disbursements 
Opening Bank Balance 

Clc:,si ng Bank Balance 

1988 

1,720. 'H 
2,066.06 

150.92 
3,000.00 
3,107.01 

10, 0'+4. 90 

81.33 
422.27 
709.85 

4,000.00 
3,000.00 

431.20 
65.99 

107.80 
110. 14 

8,928.58 

1,116.32 
2,262.46 

3,378.'78 

1987 

145.00 
1,921+.51 

159.85 

25.00 

f;'!,254.3t 

77.90 
403.02 

1,423.50 
1,000.00 
1,000.00 

3,107.01 

28. 15 

'7,039.58 

-·4, '785. 22 
'7,047.68 

2,262.46 
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Balance Sheet 

Assets 

Guaranteed Investment Certificates 
Outer, Middle, Little Half and Mossy 
Bald Islands 
Hertfc,rd Island 
Indian Island 
North Kemptville Property 
Peter's Island 
Kelsey Property, Port Joli 
Bank Balance 

Total Assets 

STATEMENT OF SURPLUS 

Opening Balance 
Excess of receipts over disbursements 
Less reduction of G.I.C. 

Closing Balance 

18,900.00 

1,000.00 
160.00 

12,000.00 
1,500.00 

20,000.00 
13,000.00 
3,378.78 

69,938.78 

68,929.47 
1,116.32 
-107.01 

69,938.78 

19,007.01 

1,000.00 
160.(10 

12,000.00 
1,500.00 

20,000.00 
13,000.00 
2,262.46 

68,929.47 

70,607.68 
-1,678.21 

68,929.47 
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